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5Abstract
The project goal was to design a device to study the effects of directional stretch on
model wound tissue in vitro to better understand cell-mediated matrix remodeling.  Strip
biaxial strain was attempted by varying the geometry of loading post platens of a
commercial vacuum-driven cell-stretching device. FEA produced theoretical strain
distributions and deformation software was used to validate the actual strain dispersal.
Results from two novel platen designs can be used to improve production of accurate scar
formation in vitro.
61.0 Introduction
More than 6.2 million Americans had reconstructive surgery in the year 2003.
Out of these 6.2 million procedures, over 406,000 procedures were laceration repairs, a
13% increase from the year 2000.  Another 232,000 of these reconstructive procedures
were aimed at scar revisions (American Society of Plastic Surgeons, 2003).  Although
clinicians attempt to minimize the appearance of scarring, it is almost inevitable that
patients will experience undesirable aesthetics, discomfort and reduced range of motion
(Rudolph and Van de Berg, 1992).
Research in mechanobiology, the study of the effects of strain, stress, and loading
on tissues during healing and development, has shown to be helpful in developing
techniques to decrease the fibrous nature of scar tissue and increase its mechanical
properties.  In vivo, natural planar tissue is subjected to biaxial mechanical stretch.
During wound healing, the injured tissue experiences unidirectional stretch forming
aligned collagen within the scar.  Experiments by Langrana et al. (1983) reveal that
equibiaxial stretch, of porcine wound tissue in vivo improves collagen fiber arrangement,
mechanical properties, and cosmetic appearance.  Thus, it has been proposed that
stretching tissue equibiaxially will reduce the formation of stiff scar tissue and create a
remodeled tissue that more closely resembles native dermal tissue (Lagrana, et al., 1983).
Although Langrana, et al. (1983), demonstrated that the effects of remodeling
wound tissue could be simulated in vivo, the client requested that this remodeling be done
using an in vitro device.  Unlike in vivo testing, which uses native tissue in the body, an
in vitro device typically uses wound-healing models in place of actual dermis.  The
majority of previous research on in vitro wound-healing models focused on uniaxial
stretching of the tissue.  Uniaxial stretching increased protein synthesis (Kanda, et al.,
1993; Kim and Mooney, 2000), strength of the tissue (Cacou et al., 2000) and cell
proliferation (Neidlinger-Wilke et al., 2000).  However, the forces that are applied to
native dermis are biaxial, not uniaxial.  Therefore, it is necessary to create a device that
performs biaxial stretch on a wound-healing model.  Equibiaxial stretch, in which tissue
is stretched equally in all directions, has been shown to produce a basket-weave fibrous
network resembling native dermis.  Strip biaxial stretch, in which one axis is held
7constant while the other is stretched, is hypothesized by (Wang et al., 2000), to produce a
parallel collagen alignment similar to scar tissue.
The goal of this project was to design a system to apply in vitro cyclic strip
biaxial stretch to model wound healing tissue.  The device should provide a range of
engineering strain between 1-20% at a frequency between 1.0 Hz, with variable duty
cycles, for three weeks of continuous use.  The homogenous useable area must have a
diameter of 10mm with a y-strain that is 10% of the maximum lateral strain, Exx.
The Literature Review chapter of our report provides integral background on
previous research and testing that has been done on different types of wound healing
models, mechanobiology, various methods of stretching tissue, and prior work done on
this project.  In the Project Approach chapter we hypothesize that cyclic equibiaxial
deformation of a wound-healing model promotes the appearance of dermal-like attributes
in the remodeled tissue and, conversely, strip-biaxial deformation produces scar-like
attributes in the tissue model.  In this chapter we also identify the project specific aims
and assumptions.  Designs for testing our hypothesis were generated and evaluated
(Chapter 4) and a testing methodology (Chapter 5) was developed based on these
outcomes.  The sixth chapter discusses our Results and the seventh chapter, Analysis and
Discussion, compares these results to our hypothesis to prove or disprove its validity.
Finally, in Chapter eight, conclusions are drawn about our design and recommendations
are made for future projects.
82.0 Literature Review
In this literature review, our team will define mechanobiology and describe how it
applies to the body and tissue regeneration following injury.  By giving readers
information on both mechanobiology and wound healing, we hope to provide a basic
understanding and an appreciation for the need for additional research.  We will follow
with a description of wound-healing models and techniques that can be used to apply
mechanical stretch to these tissues.
2. 1 Our Project
Skin acts as a protective barrier against infection and water loss.  If it is damaged
the body responds quickly by generating new tissue in the form of a scar.  Though scar
tissue is produced to enhance the wound-healing process, excessive scarring negatively
impacts the quality of life of patients, reduces skin mobility and may create serious health
problems.  Treatments for these scars are not always satisfactory for the patient and can
be quite expensive (Amadeu et al., 2003).  Understanding how to reduce scar formation
will improve wound healing and enhance the lives of patients.
A hypothesized method of reducing scar formation involves mechanically
stretching tissue.  Analysis of the application of cyclically varied mechanical loading on
tissue in vitro has been done, but has been limited to uniaxial loading, in which stress is
applied in only one direction, causing parallel alignment of tissue fibers (Knezevic et al.,
2002).  Multi-axial loading on tissue in vivo has been shown to create a more dynamic
orientation of fibers (Langelier et al., 1999).  Wound-healing models that simulate the in
vivo situation are essential to understanding and improving the wound-healing process
(Amadeu et al., 2003).
We plan to design a device that will mechanically stretch wound-healing tissue
models strip biaxially, to produce characteristics similar to scar tissue, and equibiaxially,
to produce a more native dermal tissue structure.  This device should apply strain
cyclically and provide data that can be used to test our hypothesis that cyclic mechanical
deformation promotes maturation of the dermal wound healing matrix, and that
equibiaxial stimulation promotes the appearance of dermal-like attributes in the
remodeled tissue.
92.2 Wound-Healing
Wound healing is a three-phase process of inflammation, proliferation and
reorganization.  In the inflammatory phase, unwanted material is removed and an extra
cellular matrix of fibrin (fibrinogen and thrombin) and fibronectin is laid into place for
cell migration to begin (Amadeu et al., 2003).  Following inflammation, granulation
tissue is formed when fibroblasts, the primary producers of collagen, and endothelial cells
enter the wound space (proliferation).  A loose extra cellular matrix of collagen is
produced and filled with fibroblasts, inflammatory cells, new capillaries, fibronectin and
hyaluronic acid (Orthoteers, 2000).  The final stage of wound healing, maturation,
involves collagen cross-linking and remodeling.  During this stage the collagen aligns
along the axis of tension, causing the wound tensile strength to increase.  This causes the
newly formed scar to be weaker than native dermal tissue.  Maturation, the phase which
we have focused our project on, is critical because it is during this phase that strip biaxial
stretch causes the alignment of collagen in scar formation.
While in vivo animal models have been used to study the effects of mechanical
loading on tissues, these models are quite complex and not considered to be accurate
representations of the environment found inside the human body.  It is necessary to
develop an in vitro wound-healing model that will allow scientists to evaluate the
response of tissue in a controlled laboratory setting.  This model must mimic the in vivo
environment as closely as possible in order to present data that can be used in improving
scar tissue formation in patients.
2.3 Wound Healing Models
Currently, there are three main wound-healing models used to evaluate the
activity of dermal tissue in response to injury.  These models are a fibroblast- populated
collagen lattice (FPCL), a fibrin matrix, and a cell-derived matrix (CDM).
Fibroblasts have been used extensively in tissue repair research and provide the
base for each of the three tissue models mentioned above.  Fibroblasts synthesize
collagen and are the primary contributors to granular tissue formation during wound
healing.  They do not require a specific substrate to grow and therefore can be easily
cultured in less than a weeks time (Amadeu et al., 2003).  Initially, fibroblasts construct a
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monolayer of cells and then continuous threads of fibroblasts fill in the wound space
(O’Leary and Wood, 2003).  While a fibroblast model allows for the evaluation of wound
healing in a controlled system, it is not characteristic of the in vivo environment in which
these fibroblasts are surrounded by an extra cellular matrix of collagen, fibronectin,
glycosaminoglycans and elastin.  In native wound tissue the interaction between
fibroblasts and the extra cellular matrix plays a prominent role in cell proliferation,
differentiation and response to mechanical stimulation (Ishikawa et al., 1997).
In FPCLs, fibroblast cells are seeded into a collagen gel.  These gels are flexible,
take less than four hours to make and have properties similar to wound-healing tissue.
However, in the initial wound-healing stage of FPCLs, synthesis of an extra cellular
matrix is bypassed all together and the structure is unlike that of native dermal tissue.
A fibrin matrix allows fibroblasts to repopulate the wound defect as a 3-
dimensional network of cells, providing a wound-healing model more representative of
the in vivo environment (O’Leary and Wood, 2003).  The three-dimensional model
allows scientists to apply mechanical forces, which exist inside the body, to fibroblasts in
the matrix (Amadeu et al., 2003).  The fibrin matrix allows for collagen deposition by
fibroblasts, which repopulate the matrix at nearly twice the rate of those in the empty
wound space (O’Leary and Wood, 2003).  There is no collagen present at the initiation of
fibrin matrix growth and therefore any collagen present in the tissue must have been
produced by the fibroblasts during culture.
A cell-derived matrix is formed by culturing human dermal fibroblasts in vitro to
form a thick, strong, three-dimensional extra cellular matrix without adding any synthetic
material or matrices. It has been found that, during wound healing, collagen accumulates
for up to twenty-one days before it reaches an equilibrium state in which it is removed as
quickly as it is being produced (Jackson, 1982).  Therefore, the CDM should be cultured
for a minimum of twenty-one days before applying mechanical loads.  Though it takes
much longer to grow a CDM, the advantage of a thicker, stronger tissue that physically
and biochemically resembles the human dermis is essential for more advanced scientific
study.
Each model presents a different stage in the wound–healing process and there are
significant differences in tissue properties between early and late scar formation (Jackson,
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1982).  Since all three of these wound-healing models have their benefits and unique
properties, we would have preferred to evaluate the effect of mechanical loading on each
of them.  We will further discuss the model tissues used in this project in the Materials
and Methods sections.
2.4 Mechanobiology
In a 1997 article, D.G. Carter and associates gave the definition of
mechanobiology as the study of how mechanical or physical conditions regulate
biological processes (Mizuno, 2002).  Over the past decade there has been increased
interest in determining exactly how cellular activities, such as proliferation, phenotypic
expression and metabolic activities are changed in response to mechanical stress.  Julius
Wolff tested and introduced a law to state that tissue grows in response to mechanical
load in such a way as to resist prominent loads (Eastwood et al., 1998).   In support of
Wolff, one experiment showed that after five weeks in culture, tissues subjected to
dynamic loading showed a 120% increase in failure strength when compared to statically
loaded tissue (Kim and Mooney, 2000).   Mechanobiology also explains how function
determines form in living tissue (Marjolein et al., 2002).  A prominent example of
mechanobiology in our daily lives is wound healing.  In 1983, Langrana et al. used
inflation to stretch wound tissue equally in all directions inside of a porcine model in
order to show that increasing the mechanical stretch created a stiffer scar with properties
that resembled those of native dermal tissue.
2.4.2 Mechanobiology in Wound-Healing
  The effects of cyclic mechanical loading on injured dermal tissues have been
tested in the past and shown to enhance the mechanical properties of scar tissue (Martin,
1997).  Native dermal tissue is composed of cross-linked collagen fibers arranged in a
basket weave formation.  This design allows the tissue to handle loading in all directions
with equal strength.  In scar tissue, however, the fibers are initially arranged haphazardly
and then reorganized and oriented in dense parallel bundles along the lines of stress in a
wound (Martin, 1997).  Scar tissue is raised, red and highly visible.  The tensile strength
of scar tissue dramatically improves for the first fifteen days following injury, but soon
slows, never achieving the strength of healthy tissue (Jackson, 1982).  While active
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remodeling of wound tissue continues for over a year, the breaking strength of a scar
reaches a maximum of 70% of that of native dermal tissue (Orthoteers, 2000).  Collagen
fibers in scar tissue have irregular fiber, shape, and weave.  It is this physical irregularity
that accounts for the weak properties of the tissue (Jackson, 1982).
Burn patients commonly suffer from the formation of hypertrophic scarring in
which an overabundance of scar tissue is produced, allowing the scar to proliferate
beyond the wound site (Kratz et al., 2001).  While normal scar tissue reaches a state of
equilibrium between collagen production and collagen degradation approximately
twenty-one days following injury, this balance in not achieved in hypertrophic scars and
excessive collagen production leads to bulky, stiff and weak tissue.  The usual way to
prevent this from occurring is to actively and passively stretch the burn area (Kratz et al.,
2001).
When cells are mechanically stretched, fibroblast cell growth and proliferation are
enhanced (Eastwood et al., 1998).  Cummings et al. (2004) showed that, after four days,
mechanically strained vascular tissue had 32% greater ultimate tensile strength and
toughness than unstrained tissue.
2.5 Stretching Tissue
Stretching wound healing models involves deciding which type of stretch is going
to be applied to the tissue as well as what method will be used to obtain that stretch.
Directions of applied stretch include uniaxial, strip biaxial and equibiaxial stretch.  Planar
displacement, use of a vacuum system, fluid inflation and platen displacement are all
methods of applying stretch to a wound-healing model.
2.5.1 Direction of Applied Stretch
Biaxial stretch is experienced by all tissues in the body.  Due to the non-
uniformity of stretch on various tissues, a model is commonly used to simplify this type
of stretch.  It is known as equibiaxial stretch, in which the tissue is stretched equally
along all axes (Figure 1).  This method has been used to stretch model wound-healing
tissue to create improved collagen fibril arrangement that resembles the alignment of
collagen in native dermal tissue (Langrana et al., 1983).
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Figure 1: Schematic of the effect of equibiaxial stretch on tissue
However, there are instances in the body when tissues in the body are stretched
uni-directionally.  Uniaxial stretch is one type of unidirectional stretch.  This technique is
characterized by stretching only one axis of the sample allowing the other axis to deform
according to the Poisson effect, which is illustrated in Figure 2.  During uniaxial testing
of living tissue, the cells in the model may realign along the axis of tensile stress.  This
alignment can alter the mechanical properties of the material and can increase the
strength and stiffness in the direction of the load.    Uniaxial stimulation of the wound-
healing model results in a thin highly aligned collagen fibril orientation (Sussman, 1966;
Arem and Madden, 1976) that is characteristic of tendons.  Therefore, this is an accurate
model for ligaments and tendons, but not for planar tissue, such as skin.
Figure 2: Schematic of the effects of uniaxial stretch on a tissue
A second method of unidirectional tissue stimulation is strip biaxial stretch,
shown in Figure 3.  Strip biaxial stretch differs from uniaxial stretch in one main way- the
sample is gripped along the axis that is not being stretched to prevent the Poisson effect
from occurring.  The Poisson effect does not occur in this instance because the planar
tissue prevents the axis perpendicular to the lateral strain from motion.  Strip biaxial
stretching was used to create a model of scar tissue in our experiment because it is
hypothesized that strip biaxial stretch will produce strains similar to those produced in
wound-healing tissue.
Figure 3: Schematic of the effects of strip biaxial stretch on tissue
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2.5.2 Mechanical Stimulation Techniques
Tissues adapt to their mechanical environment and one effective way to promote
the adaptation of tissue to a predetermined desired state is to strategically alter its growth
environment.   Studies have shown that cyclically stretched fibroblasts will align
perpendicular to direction of stretch.  Also, under serum free conditions there is an
increase in cell proliferation and collagen I production (Neidlinger-Wilke, et al., 2000).
There are a number of laboratory devices developed for the study of in vitro cell
culture mechanostimulus that each takes a different approach to achieving the desired
uniaxial, biaxial or equibiaxial mechanical stimulation of tissue cultures.  We have
focused on techniques that we believe may result in a biaxial or equibiaxial stretch while
simultaneously keeping the tissue safe and sterile.  Modes to deliver the desired strains
include planar displacement, use of a vacuum system, fluid inflation and platen
displacement.
A planar displacement device achieves stretch by using clamps or grips attached
to actuators that can pull the tissue in a uniaxial or biaxial manner.  This manner of
stretch is highly controllable (Norton et al., 1995) and easy to monitor using a simple
video camera mounted on a phase-contrast microscope.
Inflation mechanostimulation involves stretching a tissue sample using fluid
positive pressure (Figure 4).   With fluid displacement there are transmural pressures due
to interactions between the substrate and the fluid medium that cause additional tissue
surface strains. These additional experimental factors are very difficult to quantify.  The
design scheme requires complicated calibration of the system to account for additional
variables such as mass, depth and viscosity of the nutrient medium being used, as well as
the magnitude, frequency and cycle of the system.
Figure 1: Fluid Displacement
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Vacuum techniques involve stretching a tissue sample downward using negative
pressure (Figure 5).  The controllable variables in this method include the magnitude of
force displayed by the vacuum, the frequency, and the cycle decided by the experimental
user.  When using this technique, the tissue is extremely difficult to observe during
stimulation because the focal point of the microscope must be adjusted to the cyclic
movement of the substrate.
Figure 2: Vacuum Displacement
To address this limitation researches have been successful in utilizing an in- plane
stationary frictionless platen to allow the vacuum to pull down on only the outside
segments of the substrate without vertically displacing the culture surface (Figure 6).
With this additional mechanism modification researchers at Flexcell Inc. have been
successful in achieving biaxial strain in the central circular portion of tissue dispersed
over a platen, while preserving the focal plane position for microscopic visualization.
Figure 3: Vacuum with Frictionless Platen
2.6 Recommendations from Previous MQP
This project was a continuation of a Major Qualifying Project begun last year by
Vanessa Lopez and Alison Jacob.  They used a system called FX-4000T‘ Flexercell“
Tension Plus‘ System to attempt to create strip biaxial stretch on fibroblast-populated
collagen lattices and were not entirely successful.  To attain their objectives, they
changed the platen geometry and used the Flexcell vacuum system to stretch the tissue.
They found their methods for strip biaxial stretch to be unsuccessful due, in part, to
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problems with the adhesion of tissue to a flexible membrane substrate.
This group made several recommendations for continuing their project.  They
suggested that if we use a finite element program to create theoretical models of platen
shapes, that we use the SHELL or PLATE element, not a SOLID like they had used.
They believed this element to be closer to the actual behavior of the membrane.
Lopez and Jacob also recommended that, if we use Flexcell, we add a small gap
to the top and bottom of the platen that was the most efficient at achieving strip-biaxial
stretch (platen design 5b).  They believed this would decrease the Eyy strain experienced
at the center of the specimen, which would allow it to deform very slightly in the y
direction, negating the Poisson effect.  They also recommended that we adjust the radius
of curvature of design 5b so that it will better fit the curvature of the radius of the well.
They also recommended that we determine a better method for FPCL attachment.
One way to do this would be to let the FPCLs settle into the well for a more extended
period of time, such as 3-5 days.
Lastly, they recommended defining exactly how much lubricant was necessary to
run the device.  They used a “lot” of lubricant, but thought it might be more accurate to
possibly measure the amount of lubricant using a syringe to deliver a set volume onto the
platen. We analyzed Lopez and Jacob’s project very closely and took many of their
recommendations into close consideration while designing our device.
2.7 Conclusions
We have designed a device to apply strip biaxial stretch to wound-healing models
in vitro.  This device will be used by researchers to gain an understanding of the
mechanobiology of wound-healing and how it can be used to reduce scar formation.  We
initially focused on a fibrin wound-healing model.  Our model attempts to mimic one
aspect of the in vivo environment of the body in a controlled manner.  Strip biaxial stretch
was supposed to be applied cyclically since previous studies have shown dynamic
loading to increase the overall organization, structural properties and tensile strength of
wound-healing tissue (Kim et al., 2000).  The next chapter, Project Approach, details our
project goals, objectives and assumptions.
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3.0 Project Approach
This chapter will discuss our overall approach to the project.  The Project
Objectives portion will discuss our proposed solution to the problem statement.  The
second section, Specific Aims, determines what was done to fulfill all of our project
objectives.  Lastly, we will state the assumptions we used to refine our project objectives.
3.1 Project Objectives
The objective of this project was to design an in vitro system to apply cyclic strip
biaxial stretch to wound healing models.   To accomplish this, we needed to determine a
method for applying these types of stretch to the models while, simultaneously, securing
and anchoring them.  Lastly, we needed to validate the equibiaxial and strip biaxial
stretch by examining the strain field data.
3.2 Specific Aims
The specific aims of our project are:
1 To design a method to stretch wound healing model strip biaxially.
2 To test the method on wound healing models: cell-derived matrices, fibrin
matrix models, and fibroblast-populated collagen lattices.
3 To find a method to anchor the wound healing models.
4  To create and analyze theoretical models of alternative designs to select
methods of creating strip biaxial stretch of wound healing models prior to
physically building and testing any designs.
5 To use these theoretical models of alternative designs to determine the size
of the area with homogenous strain.
6  To examine the strain fields produced by the stretched wound healing
models to ensure proper strip-biaxial stretch over a 10 mm homogeneous
area.
3.3 Assumptions
We made two main assumptions for our project.  The first addresses the fact that
dermal tissue is anistropic and non-homogenous.  We assume that the wound healing
models that we will be testing with our device are homogenous and isotropic prior to
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application of stretch.  Second, we are assuming that the tissue is less stiff than the
growth substrate and therefore it will not impede deformation of the membrane.
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4.0 Design
To create a device to mechanically stimulate tissue a specific design process outlined
in Dym and Little’s (2004) textbook Engineering Design: A Project-Based Introduction
was followed.  This chapter details how our team went through the design process.
First, a client interview was conducted in order to obtain the information needed
to compose both a device and tissue attributes list.  The attribute lists were further
reviewed to separate the functions, constraints, and objectives.  The team then reviewed
the constraints and functions lists to address the aim of the project.  Next, the team
analyzed the objectives using tools such as pairwise comparison charts and objective
trees.  With the results from our analysis, our team generated alternative designs and used
the design tools to select a final design.
4.1 Clarification of Design Goals
This section discusses the various design techniques we utilized to generate our
Revised Client Statement. To begin the process we brainstormed objectives, functions,
and constraints.  With these attributes the team generated an organized outline of project
requirements.  Our own data was then compared with pairwise comparison charts that
were completed by experts to select our final requirements for the tissue models and
stimulation device.
4.1.1 Objectives, Functions, and Constraints
The first step in the design process is to determine the requirements of the project.
To address this step, an interview with the client and developed a general list of the
important requirements.  Following the interview, we separated the project into two
aspects; the stimulation device, and the tissue model. The general requirements of both
are in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1: General Device Goals
Cannot harm the tissue
Device must be grounded
Cannot harm user
Safety
Must be sterile environment
Cost Should cost less than $1000
Must work on at least one tissue model
Must withstand 5, 10, 15 % strain on each axis
Must adhere to device
Used to stretch biological tissue equibiaxially
Used to stretch biological tissue strip biaxially
The strain rate should range from 5-15% on each objective + 10%
Mechanical Goals
Must anchor tissue
Repeatability
Safe
Minimal training required
Does not damage tissue
Minimal handling required
Minimal calibration required
Easy to sanitize
Digital read out
User Friendly
Easy to use
Table 2: General Tissue Model Goals
Time
Cost of materials
Training
Available resources
Culturing
Able to be grown in lab by students
Able to be restrained
Needs to be living for full duration of testing
Shelf life
Native to dermal tissue
Ability to adhere to a device surface
Tissue Properties
Sensitivity to handling
Minimum usable (undamaged) area of 22 mm
Size
No thickness constraint
Our completed list of general requirements revealed it was necessary to
differentiate between the objectives, functions and constraints and list them in an
organized manner. An Indented Objectives, Functions and Constraints List was generated
as a result of our general requirements (Tables 3-5).
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Table 3: Indented Objectives Trees
DEVICE OBJECTIVE LIST:
1. USER FRIENDLY
1.1 SIMPLE TO USE
1.2 EASY TO SANITIZE
1.3 DIGITAL READ OUT
1.4 MINIMIZE CALIBRATION
1.5 RELIABLE
1.6 REQUIRES LITTLE
MAINTENANCE
2. SAFE
2.1 GROUNDED
2.2 SMOOTH
3. MAXIMIZE FUNCTION
3.1 MAXIMIZE RANGE OF
STRAIN
3.2 MAXIMIZE RANGE OF DUTY
CYCLE
3.3 MAXIMIZE NUMBER OF
TEST REPLICATES
3.4 PLACE STRAIN
INDEPENDENTLY ON EACH
AXIS
3.5 WORK ON THREE TISSUE
MODELS
4.   INEXPENSIVE
5. REPRODUCIBLE RESULTS
TISSUE OBJECTIVES LIST:
1. NATIVE TO DERMAL TISSUE
1.1 LIVING
1.2 TISSUE MODEL STAGE
1.3 ADHESION PROPERTIES
2. LIFESPAN
2.1  SHELF LIFE (FROM PURCHASE)
2.2  SHELF LIFE AFTER FABRICATION
3. CULTURING PROCEDURE
3.1 DIFFICULTY OF  PROCESS
3.2 TRAINING REQUIRED
3.3 TIME
3.4 MEDIUM USED
4. SIZE
Table 4: Indented Function Trees
FUNCTIONS OF DEVICE:
1. ANCHOR CHOSEN TISSUE MODEL
2. HOMOGENOUS PLANAR STRAIN
3. STRETCH TISSUE
FUNCTIONS OF TISSUE:
1.  SERVE AS WOUND HEALING MODEL
Table 5: Indented Constraints Trees
CONSTRAINTS OF DEVICE:
1. SIZE
A. FITS IN INCUBATOR
B. FITS IN LAB
C. ACCOMMODATES
REQUIRED TISSUE SIZE
2. SAFE
D. CANNOT HARM USER
E. CANNOT HARM TISSUE
3. TIME
4. COST
CONSTRAINTS OF TISSUE:
1. SIZE
2. MUST HAVE MINIMUM USABLE AREA OF 22
MM
3. USE OF INCUBATOR
A. MUST REMAIN LIVING DURING
TESTING
B. MUST NOT CONTAMINATE
After the formulation of the indented objectives list, the team produced a
weighted objective tree.  The team circulated the charts among the client, Dr. Kristen
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Billiar, and colleagues, Angie Throm and Jenna Balestrini.  The results of the pairwise
comparison charts were contrasted to the pairwise comparison charts from the Lopez and
Jacob 2004 MQP project and all of the team members concurred that the requirements
were equivalent.
4.2 .Design of Stimulation Device and Tissue Model
After thoroughly reviewing the design process, our team formulated various
possibilities for both the equibiaxial and strip biaxial tissue stimulation device, as well as
the wound healing model. The process we used to select a final device is discussed in the
following sections.  First, the functional specifications required of our device and wound
healing model were addressed.  The functional specifications were then used in
considering design alternatives and ideas.  Finally, we evaluated each design according to
the criteria we previously developed, and selected the final design.
4.2.1 Development of Stimulation Device
With the information gained from the indented objective, function, and constraints
trees, we were able to evaluate the different alternative design models.  We performed
extensive brainstorming sessions within the team and client in order to consider all
possible ideals. The information generated from these sessions can be found in Appendix
A.
A number of important factors had to be considered when selecting the final
stimulation device design.  Not only did the design have to meet all objectives functions
and constraints, we also had to ensure that we utilized the time and resources available to
us.  With this in mind in conjunction with the weighted objectives trees and pairwise
comparison charts (Appendix A), we narrowed down our decision to our final device
design: a vacuum displacement with frictionless platen.
4.2.2 Tissue Model Selection
        Once the team addressed the device specifications, the next major task was to
determine the most effective tissue model to use for experimentation.  The tissue
objectives, functions, and constraints were analyzed and reviewed in conjunction with the
2004 Mechanical Stimulation MQP.  A pairwise comparison chart was created based on
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the attributes that were found to be most important.  Dr. Billiar, Jenna Balestrini, and
Angela Throm each completed a PCC evaluating the three tissue models.   From this we
determined that there were no significant candidates to use as our prime tissue model,
seeing as there were no outstanding scores for any specific tissue model.   After analyzing
the previous MQP, we determined that there were significant problems with their
adhesion of FPCLs.  They attempted to adjust these adhesions problems using the same
method as the fibrin gels, which was unsuccessful because the collagen gels were not as
compliant as the fibrin gels.  The issue was discussed with Dr. Billiar and Jenna
Balestrini, who both agreed that fibrin gels have adhered very well in other experiments
in the lab using the polyethylene foam rings.  Finally it was decided that fibrin gels would
be a reliable initial wound healing model to test.
However, we wanted to test other wound healing models in addition to fibrin gels.
CDM was chosen as the next model to test because it was ranked high in novelty and has
not been extensively researched in mechanobiology.  If successful, our experimentation
would introduce a new aspect to the mechanobiology of wound healing models.
Additionally, in our research, we discovered that it took about 21 days for CDM to form a
full membrane.  Conversely, it only takes 4 days for the fibrin gels to set before they can
be stimulated.   This would allow us to test the fibrin gels first, while simultaneously
culturing the cell derived matrices.
If time allowed, we would have attempted to resolve the FPCL (collagen gel)
anchoring/attachment issues that last years group encountered.  However, we decided to
focus our efforts on the fibrin gels and the cell derived matrix attachment methods.
4.3 Design of Testing Models
To analyze the stress and strain created by our various platen shapes a computer
program was chosen to model the stretching of tissue over each shape before machining
the actual platens.  The program selected was the Finite Element program, known as
ANSYS (Canonsburg, PA). Conducting computer analysis prior to creating the actual
platens to run through Flexcell saved time during the actual stress/strain analysis, energy
of having to physically test every model, cost of the platen materials, Flexcell plates, and
tissue membranes.  ANSYS allowed us to create 3-dimensional models of various platen
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designs, apply a load to a membrane, and analyze the interaction between the platen and
membrane to visualize how the different shapes affect the stress/strain relationship in
each axis.  By theoretically modeling the strains acquired with the different shapes before
we actually manufactured the loading plates, we were able to select the design that we
feel, and ANSYS shows, provided the best results.  We then chose a few of the best
platen designs to provide options in case the actual tissue has unexpected reactions to the
platen, membrane, adhesives, or vacuum pressurization.   The program is readily
available in the mechanical engineering department at WPI along with a number of
knowledgeable faculty and graduate students that have had hands on experience with the
program.  In addition, the ANSYS Company can be contacted with any questions via e-
mail.  We felt that these resources would be vital to the success of our team while we
attempted to quickly and effectively learn and utilize this program to select a quality
platen design.
4.3.1 Development of Stimulation Model Device
As previously mentioned, the final stimulation design selected was the vacuum
system including a frictionless stationary platen.  To our advantage, the client had already
purchased the FX-4000TTM Flexercell Tension PlusTM System.  This system uses flexible
bottom cell culture plates placed over stationary loading post platens, with a vacuum
applied from the underside of the plate.  From this information we concluded that the
existing circular platens used to provide equibiaxial stretch would suffice for performing
that component of our experiment.  However, the team needed to produce a novel design
that would be compatible with the existing Flexercell system to perform biaxial stretch
needed for the second part of our experiment.
The goal of the novel platen was to eliminate any strain in the y-axis and create
homogeneous strain in the x-axis.  This design would ideally create an area 10 mm in
diameter in which _x= 1.05-1.15% and _y≤ 0.1*(_x) allowing a large enough usable area
for analysis.
4.3.1.1 Computational Modeling of Stimulation Device: Finite Element Method
 Since Flexcell already manufactures an effective system in which the user can
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run 24 platens simultaneously in a sterile environment, we agreed that re-designing the
geometry of the existing equibiaxial platen would be the best method in which to produce
the desired biaxial strain.  With our prior knowledge of biomechanics and dynamics we
developed 2 novel platen shapes in addition to the six existing shapes from the 2004
MQP to analyze. The FEM software that we utilized is ANSYS 8.1.  This software is
capable of simulating the deformation of the non-linear rubber-elastic membrane used in
the Flexcell testing plates when various loads are applied.
4.3.2 Design of Device Attachment Methods
There are several factors that need to be addressed when determining how to plate
wound healing models on 6-well Flexcell trays.  These wells have a 35 mm diameter and
the bottom membranes are made of silicone rubber.   Adhesion is a major factor in the
success of our wound healing model.  This is because if the model becomes detached
from the membrane, strain data will not be valid, thus making it obsolete.   Adhesion
issues can be solved through the use of anchors and substrates.
4.3.2.1 Anchors
As shown in Figure 7, Flexcell International offers two types of anchors: the
porous foam polyethylene ring and circular matrix-bonded nylon mesh anchors. These
are used as effective methods of “clamping” the cells to the perimeter of the silicone well
membranes so that they can be stretched over the platen.  These provide good attachment
methods because they have already been manufactured and are readily available.  The
foam ring is useful because cells can grow, intertwine, and attach themselves to the foam.
This foam is firmly secured to the membrane and stretches with ease along with the
membrane.  The other anchor, the circular matrix- bonded nylon mesh anchor provides a
much thinner anchor, which may allow the cells to grow on it without being overly
concentrated in this one area.   As can be seen, disadvantages to this are that there are
rubber rings around the perimeter of the well.   Since the mesh does not continue to the
edge of the well, the cells may not adhere all the way to the edge.  Another disadvantage
to this is the mesh segmented into four parts.  This may cause non- uniform strain
patterns at the intersection of the segments.
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Figure 4: Tissue Train® culture plates for attachment, a) porous polyethylene ring, b) circular
matrix-bonded nylon mesh anchor
4.3.2.2 Substrates
There are various types of coatings that the wells could be treated with, which
would increase cellular adhesion. Two types of coatings that are used with human dermal
fibroblasts are Pronectin® and Fibronectin.  They both promote the attachment,
spreading, and proliferation of human dermal fibroblasts because they have the RGD
sequences that the cells like to adhere to.  The difference between Pronectin® and
fibronectin is that Pronectin® is “a unique protein polymer that incorporates multiples
copies of the RGD cell attachment ligand of human fibronectin interspersed between
repeated structural peptide segments” (Manufacturer product description, www.sanyo-
chemical.co.jp/product/pronectin/eng/).  It also coats a wide variety of materials.
Fibronectin comes from human plasma and is produced naturally in the body whereas
Pronectin® is manufactured.  The company that distributed Pronectin®, Deepwater
Chemicals, discontinued distribution in the United States, therefore Fibronectin was our
best option.
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5.0  Methods
The chosen approach was to design a modification to an existing device to apply
cyclic strip biaxial stretch to a model of wound healing tissue to yield a specific level of
strain within a 10mm area.  We selected our design for such a stimulation device, and
established the platen shapes that would produce the desired levels of strain within the
tissue model in Chapter 4.  What follows are the stages of our methodology.
5.1 Cell-derived Matrix Adhesion Studies
Before attempting to use CDM as a wound healing model in the FX- 4000T
Flexcercell Tension Plus device, we determined the need to experiment with different
attachment methods to ensure the reliability of the model in the use of this device.  We
were unsure about the attachment capabilities of CDM, so we decided to explore different
methods of attachment before testing our strip-biaxial platen designs.
5.1.1 Adhesion Study #1
The first adhesion study analyzed six different attachment methods which are
more clearly outlined in Appendix F:
1) Pronectin® treated Bioflex plate (cycled on day seven of culture)
2) Human plasma fibronectin treatment (cycled on day seven of culture)
3) Nylon mesh rings, well untreated (cycled on day seven of culture)
4) Nylon mesh rings, human plasma fibronectin treated (cycled on day seven of
culture)
5) Nylon mesh segments, human plasma fibronectin treated (cycled on day seven
of culture)
6) Pronectin® treated Bioflex plate (cycled on day one of culture)
The first five methods were cycled after seven days of culture to allow the cells to grow
into a matrix and allow a thin membrane to form prior to cycling.  This would give the
cells an opportunity to adhere successfully to the silicone membrane before flexing it.
The last attachment method, attachment method six, was cycled on the first day of culture
to observe the differences in attachment between those cycled at day seven and those
cycled at day one.  These plates would have ideally been cycled for an eight day period,
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but due to time constraints, were only able to be cycled for a maximum of six days.
5.1.2 Adhesion Study #2
The second adhesion study focused on one method: functionalizing the silicone
membrane to promote cellular attachment.  Proteins absorb and cells adhere very well to
hydrophilic surfaces.  However, the membrane on the Flexcell plates, silicone, is very
hydrophobic.  In order to overcome this, we decided to treat the silicone surfaces with a
DETA solution that would functionalize the silicone surface, changing it from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic.  The protocol was recommended to us by Professor Garcia at
Georgia Tech.  This method was to be cycled for 8 days after a full 48 hours of
attachment.  This experiment is outlined in more detail in Appendix G.
5.2 Finite Element Method:  ANSYS
In the ANSYS program we first constructed a membrane that was 1.38 inches in
diameter (radius = 0.69 inches).  The silicone membrane is a nonlinear rubber material
and therefore its properties can be defined by the Mooney-Rivlin equation.  We used C01
= 80 psi and C02 = 20 psi as our input values for the Mooney-Rivlin constants in ANSYS.
It should be noted that all values inputted into ANSYS are unit-less and therefore it is
important that we ensure that all of our values follow the same system of units (we used
inches, pounds, and psi).  This membrane was modeled as a Shell 181 material.  We
selected Shell 181 after contacting the ANSYS Company to determine which material
model would be most appropriate for simulating a thin, non-linear membrane.  The
thickness of the Shell 181 membrane was set at 0.0394 inches.  Next, we applied the
finest mesh possible (defined as “smart size 1” in ANSYS program) to the membrane, to
increase the accuracy of our analysis.  We restricted the membrane in all degrees of
freedom around its circumference in an effort to mimic its attachment to the well wall in
Flexcell.  A platen was created directly above the membrane by offsetting the working
plane by 0.01 in the Z axis.  The specific platen shape was constructed (for a detailed
description of how each shape was created, see Appendix C), quartered (See Appendix
B), meshed with the finest mesh possible.  Lastly, the entire platen was restricted (lines
and area) in all degrees of freedom, to ensure that it would not move, and a load was
applied to the membrane.
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In order to establish an appropriate relationship between the membrane and the
platen, it was necessary to run a contact analysis.  The contact analysis option in ANSYS
is used to model interactions such as those between a car tire and the road.  Using the
contact wizard feature, we defined our flexible membrane as the target surface and the
solid platen as the contact surface (for a more detailed description of how to set up and
run a contact analysis in ANSYS, see Appendix C).  Next we selected the Solve option in
ANSYS and let the program run.  After the analysis was complete we were able to
evaluate the membrane deformation and strain plot formed by each platen shape.
Each shape was run and adjustments were made to improve the strain distribution.
This process was difficult, as small geometrical changes often produced large,
unpredictable variations in the resulting strain fields.  In order to meet this challenge, an
algorithm was developed to quantify these effects, and a subsequent iterative process of
adjustments was developed. This algorithm related changes in shape to changes in the
strain distributions (See Appendix K).
5.3 Measurement of Actual Strain Field Measurements: HDM
High Density Mapping (HDM) software was used to validate the strains achieved
using the Flexcell device with the novel manufactured platens.  HDM is a displacement
correlation software that uses raw images and compares the displacement between the
before and after photos    To validate the HDM software, black spray paint was used to
cover a piece of white printer paper with a high density of black dots.  The paper was
enlarged to 105% in a Xerox copy machine.  Using a six Mega pixel camera we took
RAW formatted images of the exact same location on both pieces of paper (100% and
105% size).  After converting these images to Tiff format we input them into HDM and
selected a square region approximately 1200 x 1200 pixels to analyze.  We chose a
subimage size of 128 x 128 pixels and a pixel shift of 32 pixels and finally correlated the
images.  The HDM data was input into Excel and the deformation was analyzed to
validate 5% strain in the x and y-directions.  For a full HDM/Excel protocol see
Appendix O.
After completing the above validation we began using HDM to evaluate strain
distributions created by running our platens in Flexcell.  The six Mega pixel camera was
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attached to a vertical, thin metal slate using a screw so that it was aimed directly down at
the laboratory table top. The Flexcell plates were set up beneath the camera and the
specific culture well of interest was positioned in the center of the lens’s focal point.  We
analyzed the stretch of only the membrane, no fibrin gels were grown on top.  Lots of
lubricant was applied to the platen surface and the membrane wells were placed on top
and sealed in place.  The system was connected to Flexcell by tubing used with the
vacuum pressurization system in the laboratory.
           Figure 5:  Flexcell camera setup
Each membrane was sprayed with dots using flat spray paint.  The equibiaxial and
uniaxial platens, machined in 2004, were white and therefore black spray paint was used
on the culture plates which held three equibiaxial and three uniaxial platens.  Our new
platens were machined from black delrin and therefore white spray paint was used on the
culture plates which held three of the final platen #1 shapes and three of the final platen
#2 shapes.
The camera was connected to the computer and from the start menu we selected
Programs -> Canon Utilities -> Remote Capture 2.7 -> Remote capture.  We chose to
connect the camera and took pictures by clicking the Release button on the computer
screen.  Images were automatically saved in RAW format.  To convert the images to Tiff
format we chose Program -> Canon Utilities -> File Viewer Utility 1.3 -> File Viewer
Utility.  The pictures from remote capture appeared on the screen and we selected one
image and chose file -> save file -> convert and save file -> save in following specified
folder (HDM folder) and in convert from RAW to other format we selected Tiff
(16bit)
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After saving the files, we analyzed the strain deformation by following the
HDM/Excel protocol found in Appendix O.  For an example of how to analyze data in
Excel see Appendix P.
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6.0 Results
In the previous chapter we described our methods of computational analysis,
using ANSYS to select appropriate platen shapes to machine.  We also described the
process of our experimental analysis in the laboratory using Flexcell, HDM software, and
Excel.  What follows is a compilation of the results that we received from all of our
experiments and data collection.
6.1 ANSYS
In the following section, the y-strain figures are represented by the dark green
areas (panel B in each figure), which are within the useable range of strain (i.e., less than
10% of the axial strain).  The x-strain figures, (panel C in each figure), are denoted by the
light blue areas, which are within the useable range of strain.
Figure 6: A) Initial Platen Shape B.) Strain distribution in Y-axis.  Strain in the central region is too
negative. C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.
Figure 7: A) Modified Shape #1 B.) Strain distribution in Y-axis.  The strain in the central region is
too positive. C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.   The strain in the central region is too small.
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Figure 8: A) Modified Platen #2 B) Strain distribution in Y-axis. C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.
There is a large useable central region of y and x strain along the horizontal axis.
Figure 9: A) Modified Platen #3 B) Strain distribution in Y-axis.  C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.
There is a large useable central region of y and x strain along the vertical axis.
All of the detailed results can be found in Appendix L.
6.2 Results of CDM Attachment Adhesion Studies
The following sections show the results from the CDM Attachment adhesion
studies.  Each of the studies had unique results contributing valuable data towards the
outcome of our project.
6.2.1 Results of Attachment Study #1
On the second day of cycling, the three plates that had been previously cultured
for seven days were removed from the incubator for feeding.  At this point, all matrices
had become detached from the membranes.  For attachment methods one, two, and three,
all of the matrices had clumped into little mucousy balls and were floating in the media
(Refer to Figures 12 and 13).
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Figure 10: Attachment method 1: Pronectin treated Bioflex Plate (cycled on day 7 of culture)
Figure 11: Attachment methods 2- human  plasma fibronectin treatment (bottom) and 3- nylon mesh
rings, well untreated (top).
As shown in the bottom left hand corner of Figure 12, attachment method one also had
some strings coming off of the mucousy balls.
However, as you can see in Figures 14 and 15, attachment methods four and five
had “stringy” attachments to selected anchors and resembled cobwebs spread over the
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center of the membrane.  So although they were not completely attached, there were, in
fact, a few attachments to select anchors present.
Figure 12: Attachment methods 4 (Nylon mesh rings, human plasma fibronectin treated, top) and 5
(Nylon mesh segments, human plasma fibronectin treated, bottom)
Figure 13: Cobweb- like attachment of Attachment method 5- Nylon mesh segments, human plasma
fibronectin treated.
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Figure 14: Cobweb-like attachment of Attachment method 4- Nylon mesh ring, human plasma
fibronectin treated
The plate with attachment methods four and five was placed back in the incubator and
flexed again for two more days to see if they would become completely detached.  On
day four, existent attachments to some of the mesh anchors were still present.
As shown in Figure 17, the fourth plate (attachment method six) that was cycled
on the first day of culture also became detached after two days of cyclic loading and
clumped into balls of cells.
Figure 15: Attachment method 6- Pronectin® treated Bioflex plate (cycled on day one of culture)
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Figure 16: Attachment method 6: Pronectin treated Bioflex plate (cycled on day 1 of culture)
Thus, there was no difference between the Pronectin® plate that was cultured for seven
days and the Pronectin® plate that was cultured for only one day.  Though the results of
this study were unsuccessful, it provided us insight to the adhesive ability of the cell-
derived matrices.  This has also led us to investigate alternative adhesion methods.
6.2.2 Results Attachment Study 2
Twenty-four hours after plating the cells, the plates were removed from the
incubator to make observations.  Large white clumps were floating in the media in each
of the 12 wells.  In the wells that were treated with DETA and fibronectin, there was
residue on the bottom of the wells which looked like treatment was coming off.   Initial
thoughts on the clumps were contamination, but it was determined that they were actually
cells upon further inspection under the microscope.  Reasons for why this happened are
unknown.  We formed several theories in attempt to determine reasons for this:
1.)  Cells were not mixed thoroughly enough after being plated.
2.)  Ethanol was left on the wells after being sterilized.
3.)  Methanol residues from the DETA treatment.
4.)  Maybe fibroblasts will not adhere to silicone membranes without any
      attachment proteins.  It is possible that the DETA treatment denatured the
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      fibronectin.
The second and fourth theories are most likely since it happened in all of the wells, even
in the control wells.  If there was ethanol left on the wells, it could change the cell
morphology and make them clump together like they did.  Also, it is just possible that
fibroblasts will not adhere to silicone membranes by themselves.  If the DETA solution
denatured the fibronectin, then there would be nothing for the cells to attach to other than
the silicone.  This experiment will be performed again at a later date to rule out theories
1, 2, and 3.
6.2.3 Results Attachment Study 2: Attempt 2
The second attachment study was performed again, this time more thoroughly
rinsing plates with DI H20 and 10x PBS before plating cells.  In this attempt, the matrices
remained adhered to the silicone membranes before being cycled.  Therefore, it was
determined that the reason why the previous experiment was not successful was due to
ethanol residue left on the plates before plating the cells.  In this experiment, however,
the fibronectin was incorrectly suspended when aliquoted.  Fibronectin should not be
agitated or swirled because it will lose its capacity to bind.  This factor may play an
important role in the results of this experiment.
All matrices remained adhered to the stimulated membranes until day 3 of
stimulation.  On that day, wells 1 and 4 (Figures 19 and 22) experienced webbing as
mentioned in 6.2.1.  On day 5, wells 3 and 5 experienced similar webbing (Figures 21
and 23).  As seen in Figure 20, well 2 stayed attached to the membrane until day 8 of the
8 day experiment.  The control plate had balls forming on both the untreated and treated
wells by day 5 of the experiment.  However, there was no webbing experienced on the
control plate.
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      Figure 19: Well 1                   Figure 20: Well 2
                
  Figure 21: well 3        Figure 22: well 4
Figure 23: Well 5
It is inconclusive whether or not the DETA and fibronectin treatment provided an
effective attachment method for cell derived matrices being subjected to mechanical
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stimulation because only one well had successful attachment.  The fibronectin was also
improperly suspended, causing it to not be as successful in binding the cells to the
membrane.  This can be demonstrated in the control plate, where both the untreated and
treated sides experienced ball formation.  This led the group to believe that the treatment
was unsuccessful regardless of stimulation.  However, this is a drastic improvement over
the Pronectin treated Bioflex wells, which had balls form after just 2 days of cycling.
The webbing of the DETA and fibronectin treated wells proves that the DETA solution
has some affect over the attachment of the matrices.
6.3 Discontinuation of Tissue Models
Due to time limitations of our project, it was decided that only the silicone
membranes would be used in our validations and to discontinue the use of fibrin gels.
CDM adhesion studies also were suspended.  It was necessary to focus the team’s efforts
on validating the HDM software and vacuum pressurization system (silicone membranes
and platens).   Jenna Balestrini, a PhD candidate/research assistant in the Tissue
Mechanics and Mechanobiology Lab at WPI, validated that the fibrin gels adhered to the
silicone membrane when cyclic loading was applied for a short period of time (10
minutes) when using the novel platens.  Since the gels follow the path of the membrane
as they are pulled over the platens, the team assumed that it would achieve the same
desired strains as the membranes alone.
6.4 Results of HDM Correlations
Data was obtained from HDM and Excel analysis of images taken of unstrained
membranes and membranes stretched over platens in Flexcell by applying 30.92 kPa
(4.48 psi) of vacuum pressure (defined as 5% equibiaxial stretch by Flexcell).
Images compared Exx Strain (%) Eyy Strain (%) Exy Strain (%)
Equibiaxial 0% vs. 5% 5.0 ± 2.9 5.2 ± 4.1 -0.1 ± 3.2
Uniaxial 0% vs. 5% 5.7 ± 4.9 -3.5 ± 2.4 0.4 ± 2.8
Platen #1 0% vs. 5% 7.9 ± 1.2 0.6 ± 0.8 -0.4 ± 1.2
Platen #2 0% vs. 5% 8.5 ± 1.1 -1.7 ± 1.1 0.2 ± 0.7
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7.0 Analysis
Once our data collection was complete we were able to compare the theoretical
results we received from running platens through a contact analysis in ANSYS to the
actual results that we received from running our platens in Flexcell and gathering strain
results from HDM and Excel.  The following is an analysis of the data that we received.
7.1 ANSYS
In figure 19, the strain distribution along the x axis is homogeneous, and reaches
our initial size requirement.  However, the corresponding strain in the y direction (Figure
19B) does not have a homogenous usable area.  The strain produced is too negative and
therefore is outside of our limitations.
Figure 17: A) Initial Platen Shape B.) Strain distribution in Y-axis.  Strain in the central region is too
negative. C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.
After performing several iterations using the results from figure 19, the following
platen was created as seen in figure 20. The strain distribution in the y axis is greater than
10% of the axial strain, which means that the distribution is too positive.  The strain in
the x direction is 3± 1 % in the center and thus is too low.
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Figure 18: A) Modified Shape #1 B.) Strain distribution in Y-axis.  The strain in the central region is
too positive. C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.   The strain in the central region is too small.
Utilizing the algorithm found in Appendix K many small changes were made in
an iterative process until two shapes that produced the most ideal X-axis and Y-axis
strain distributions were selected.
The first shape (figure 21) has a large useable area along the horizontal axis in
which the axial strain is 5 ± 1 % and the Y-axis strain is less than 10% of the axial strain.
The useable area along the vertical axis is less than 12 mm long.  This shape is complex
and involves sharp corners on each triangle.  When machined, these corners will be
rounded and this may affect the actual strains created.
Figure 19: A) Modified Platen #2 B) Strain distribution in Y-axis. C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.
There is a large useable central region of y and x strain along the horizontal axis.
The second shape (figure 22) is less complex and was created by adding a large
triangle on the top and bottom of figure 20.  This shape produces a large useable area
along the vertical axis in which the axial strain is 5 ± 1 % and the Y-axis strain is less
than 10% of the axial strain.  The useable area along the horizontal axis is less than 12
mm long.
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Figure 20: A) Modified Platen #3 B) Strain distribution in Y-axis.  C.) Strain distribution in X-axis.
There is a large useable central region of y and x strain along the vertical axis.
After multiple iterations it was possible to create a platen shape which produced a
large enough useable area along the vertical axis and another platen shape which
produced a large enough useable area along the horizontal axis.  However, our process of
making geometric adjustments to a circular shape did not produce a single platen design
that created a useable area of 12 mm in diameter, in which the Y-axis strain is less than
10% of the axial strain.
7.2 HDM Strain Correlation
Data obtained from HDM software for the equibiaxial platen showed equivalent
average x and y strains, and validated that applying 30.92 KPa (4.48 psi) created 5%
strain, as defined by Flexcell.  Both the ANSYS and HDM results are plotted on a color
scale indicating strain.  In the x-strain figures the light blue areas are within the useable
range of strain. In the y-strain figures the dark green areas are within the useable range of
strain (i.e., less than 10% of the axial strain).
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For the uniaxial platen (Figure 24), our initial design, we validated the occurrence
of the Poisson Effect by showing high negative average y strains (_y> 0.1*( _x)).
Figure 21: Uniaxial Platen
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Our final platen shape #2 (Figure 25) had unexpected results.  Results do not
concur with our ANSYS strain maps.  The average y strain was too negative, showing
that, though we did decrease the influence of the Poisson Effect from our initial design, it
was still present.  The contour plot shows a useable region of y strain isolated at the very
top of the area being analyzed and an inhomogeneous useable region of x strain.
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Figure 22: Platen 2
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Our final platen shape #1 (Figure 26) produced strains similar to the ANSYS
results. Average strains show that _y≤ 10%(_x), however contour plots of both the x and
y strains show inhomogeneous usable area. Similar to ANSYS the useable region of x
strain exhibits a dip in the middle of the analyzed area on both the top and bottom of the
strain plot.  The useable y strain, however, covers the left side, but not the right side of
the analyzed area.
Figure 23: Platen Shape #1
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There are a number of possible limitations that may have added error to our
findings.  In ANSYS we analyzed a quarter of the platen/membrane shapes, assuming
that the strain produced would be completely symmetric.  In the laboratory the entire
platen/membrane was analyzed and contour plots actually showed the strains to be non-
symmetric.  The reason for this is a real life system, where perfect conditions do not
exist.  Manufacturing errors, amount of lubrication applied, spray paint application,
human error, etc. all contribute to unpredictable and non-uniform strain distributions.
Also, in ANSYS a large number of small elements are analyzed and the strain within
each small element is plotted on a strain map.  In HDM the deformations of all points
within a 64 x 64 pixel region are being averaged, providing for a much greater degree of
normalizing within the analyzed area.
The amount of lubrication applied to the platen surface in the laboratory may also
affect the degree and direction of stretch of the membrane on top of the platen.  Also, due
to lubricant creeping into the platen gaps, or the small size of the gaps themselves,
perhaps the membrane was not able to be sucked down into the gaps as anticipated.
Additional unanticipated human errors may have occurred during the machining of the
platens, or in the set up and running of experiments in the laboratory.
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8.0 Conclusions
The main objective of this project was to design an in vitro system to apply cyclic
equibiaxial and strip biaxial stretch to wound healing models.  After designing, testing,
and analyzing our novel method, we are able to make some important conclusions that
are presented in this chapter. The proceeding chapter offers recommendations for future
studies.
8.1 Using the ANSYS modeling system
By modeling an equibiaxial platen system, we were able to validate that our
theoretical model results were consistent with the experimental in vitro model results.
With this established, we were able to conclude that our theoretical model was a valid
testing method. Although it took some time to run a large number of iteratively adjusted
platen shapes through ANSYS, the program saved our group an enormous quantity of
materials, time, and money by providing a means of testing without actually machining
each and every platen shape.
It should be noted that we were unable to create strains in the center of the
membrane that were any greater than 6%.  When we applied loads in ANSYS, the strains
produced were less than a tenth of what they should be if the same vacuum pressure were
applied in the laboratory.   Increasing the loads created more deformation that the
computer program could handle and errors occurred.  Therefore, we could not use
ANSYS to analyze large strain deformations.
8.2 HDM Correlations
Though the HDM results were not entirely consistent with ANSYS results, there
were similarities in the patterns of strain distribution.  Both showed a prominent influence
of the Poisson Effect for the uniaxial platen and similar strains in each direction with the
equibiaxial platen.  The inconsistencies shown in HDM contour plots provide valuable
information about the differences between experiments run in an ideal computerized test
and those run in a real laboratory.  The final data can be used to make further adjustments
to the platen shapes in order to create strip biaxial strain in the laboratory setting.
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8.3 Summary
In conclusion, we found that platen shape 1 provides the most usable homogenous
strip biaxial area.  By optimizing the design process and utilizing finite element analysis,
we have thoroughly explored the different possibilities of modification for the existing
Flexcell frictionless vacuum system.
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9.0 Recommendations
Although we have successfully made a vast improvement on achieving strip
biaxial stretch, we also recognize several opportunities for improvement that could be
suggested for future projects.
While many geometric alterations were made to platens in ANSYS, the actual
results obtained from laboratory experiments can be used to make additional changes to
the platens to produce strip biaxial stretch using the Flexcell frictionless vacuum
pressurization device.
An additional recommendation is the prospect of changing the well shapes from
circular to rectangular.  This suggestion would only be feasible if the client had the
funding to invest in manufacturing completely new plates, time and equipment to
construct and validate new membranes, as well as a facility to sterilize all components.
Initial theoretical strain distributions of this possibility are displayed in Appendix Q.
The existing plates are divided into 6 circular wells.  With the results we obtained
from both ANSYS and HDM analysis, a reoccurring issue was the limited usable area
resulting from the stretch.  A possible way to address this limitation is to begin with a
larger area of stretch so that the resulting stretch produces a more desirable usable area.
This possibility could be delivered by modifying the plates to have fewer wells per plate
allowing for a larger well size.
It is also recommended to continue the adhesion studies for cell derived matrices.
Attachment Study 2 should be repeated, ensuring correct suspension of fibronectin.  An
additional technique that could be used would be to tag the fibronectin with fluorescent
tags to determine whether or not the fibronectin is adhering to the silicone membrane
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properly before and after stimulation.
In conclusion, we hope our recommendations will lead researchers to a method in
which to continue to develop a more homogenous strip biaxial stretch.
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Appendix A: Design Process
As mentioned in chapter 4, the team followed the design process outlined
in Dym and Little’s book Engineering Design: A Project-Based Introduction.  We chose
this particular piece of literature because it discusses every aspect of the design process
and how it applies to engineering.  The following appendix will go into the specifics of
how our team utilized the design process.
We, the design team, began by discussing exactly what our task was. During our
discussion we realized that not only were we supposed to design a device, but we had to
decide on a wound healing model to use for the experiments.   With this in mind, our
team conducted a client interview in order to obtain the information needed to compose
both a device and tissue attributes list.   The list below includes the main questions we
asked the client:
    Tissue Questions:
1 Which tissue should be used? Why?
2 Do the cells need to be living?
3 How do you want us to attach the tissue to the device?
4 How big should the tissue be?
5 Should an incubator be used?
6 Are we going to be culturing the cells?
7 If so, where do you order your cells from?
8 What do they typically cost?
9 How thick should the tissue be?
10 What shape should the tissue be?
     Device Questions:
11 Is the design team restrained to the Flexer cell machine?
12 What are the specific attributes should the device have?
13 What exactly do you want this device to do?
14 Are there already devices that do the specific function that you want?
15 How big can the device be?
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16 Should the device be portable?
17 How much should it cost?
18 How much is the most it can cost?
19 Must the device work on all tissue types?
20 Must the device stretch the tissue both strip and equibiaxially?
21 How long does the device need to run for?
22 How much strain must be placed on the tissue?
23 What is the amount of “leeway” strain that can be on the sides of the strip biaxial
tissue samples?
24 What is our time frame for the creation of the device?
25 Does the device need to measure the strain on the tissue?
26 Can a separate computer measure the strain?
27 Can the device work off of a battery supply?
Once the interview had been completed, we created a cumulative attribute list for
the tissue and the device to keep our information organized. It can be seen below:
Tissue Attributes List:
1 Tissue must be a maximum of 22mm
2 There are no thickness restraints
3 We can chose which tissue model we start with
4 Tissue will be grown in lab by the team
5 Must be alive
6 Must withstand 5, 10, 15 % strain on each axis.
7 Must be restrained
8 Must not take more than one month to grow
9 Must adhere to device
10 Must be native to dermal tissue
11 Tissue must stay alive for the duration of testing
12 Easy to make
Device Attributes List:
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1 Device must keep tissue alive‡ Tissue must be safe
2 Must be safe for user
3 Used to stretch biological tissue equibiaxially
4 Used to stretch biological tissue strip biaxially
5 Must be user friendly
6 Must be reliable
7 Should cost less than $1000
8 Must obtain actual data from device
9 Results must be reproducible
10 Device does not need to exactly be entirely sterile, but it must be able to be
cleaned very well and not contaminate the tissue.
11 Must anchor tissue
12 The strain rate should range from 5-15% on each objective +/- 10%
13 At least six samples must be used
14 Incubator must be used, thus the device and our samples CANNOT contaminate
any other samples inside.
15 Must be able to do 5, 10, 15 % strain on each axis.
16 Size constraints are the dimensions of the incubator
17 A separate computer can be used
18 Material of the device must be biocompatible
19 Must be durable
20 Must perform cyclic strains on tissue
21 Must be safe
22 Appearance is not important
23 Automate design
To further understand the information acquired during the client interview, we created a
goals chart for the tissue and the device, which can be seen in section 4.1.1 of our paper.
Next, we used the goal chart to divide our information into one of three categories;
objectives, functions, and constraints.  Addressing each category separately was essential
to our design process because it separated the desired attributes of the design from (the
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objectives), from the strict limits that the design must meet (constraints), and from the
actions that a successful design must perform (functions).
Our next course of action in the design process was to create a pruned objective
tree for the tissue model and device. The pruned objective lists were then revised to
create an indented objectives list, which can be seen below:
PRUNED DEVICE OBJECTIVE LIST:
1. USER FRIENDLY
SIMPLE TO USE
EASY TO SANITIZE
DIGITAL READ OUT
MINIMIZE CALIBRATION
RELIABLE
REQUIRES LITTLE MAINTENANCE
2. SAFE
GROUNDED
SMOOTH
3. MAXIMIZE FUNCTION
MAXIMIZE RANGE OF STRAIN
MAXIMIZE RANGE OF DUTY CYCLE
MAXIMIZE NUMBER OF TEST REPLICATES
PLACE STRAIN INDEPENDENTLY ON EACH
AXIS
WORK ON THREE TISSUE MODELS
4.   INEXPENSIVE
5.  REPRODUCIBLE RESULTS
PRUNED TISSUE OBJECTIVES LIST:
1. NATIVE TO DERMAL TISSUE
LIVING
TISSUE MODEL STAGE
ADHESION PROPERTIES
2. LIFESPAN
 SHELF LIFE (FROM PURCHASE)
 S H E L F  L I F E  A F T E R
FABRICATION
3. CULTURING PROCEDURE
DIFFICULTY OF  PROCESS
TRAINING REQUIRED
TIME
MEDIUM USED
4. SIZE
Once we organized the device and tissue objectives, the team formulated constraints lists
and functions lists for the tissue and device, which can be seen below.
FUNCTIONS OF DEVICE:
1. ANCHOR CHOSEN TISSUE MODEL
2. HOMOGENOUS PLANAR STRAIN
FUNCTIONS OF TISSUE:
1. SERVE AS WOUND HEALING MODEL
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3. STRETCH TISSUE
CONSTRAINTS OF DEVICE:
1. SIZE
FITS IN INCUBATOR
FITS IN LAB
ACCOMMODATES REQUIRED TISSUE
SIZE
2.SAFE
CANNOT HARM USER
CANNOT HARM TISSUE
3. TIME
4. COST
CONSTRAINTS OF TISSUE:
1. SIZE
        MUST HAVE MINIMUM USABLE
AREA OF 22 MM
2. USE OF INCUBATOR
MUST REMAIN LIVING DURING
TESTING
MUST NOT CONTAMINATE
After the team organized the objectives, functions, and constraints for the project, we
created an objective tree.  The objective tree aided the team in the construction of
pairwise comparison charts.  The pairwise comparison charts contrasted all of the
objectives on the same level of the objective tree by giving them rankings.  Our team
created the following pairwise comparison charts and distributed them to Dr. Billiar and
two lab associates (the actual sheets are attached).  The team also filled the charts out and
compiled all of the information to give weights to each objective.
 User Friendly Simple to use Easy to sanitize Digital readout Minimize Calibration Reliable Total
Simple to use **********      
Easy to sanitize  **********     
Digital readout   **********    
Minimize Calibration    **********   
Reliable     **********  
Inexpensive Parts Programs Labor/Machining Maintenance Total
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Parts *********     
Programs  *********    
Labor/Machining   *********   
Maintenance    *********  
Maximize Function
Maximize
range of
strain
Maximize range
of duty cycle
Maximize number
of test replicates
Independent strain
placed on each axis
Work on
three
tissue
models Total
Maximize range of
strain *********      
Maximize range of
duty cycle  *********     
Maximize number of
test replicates   *********    
Independent strain
placed on each axis    *********   
Work on three tissue
models     *********  
With the results from our analysis, the team brainstormed methods to address the
functions of the device and tissue. The list was compiled and alternative designs were
drawn.  Next, we generated alternative designs.  Each design was sketched and discussed
with the client.  We then compared our findings with last years MQP, and concluded that
the Flexer-Cell was the best option for our project.
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Appendix B:  ANSYS protocol
The following is a detailed description of how our group created an element and
shape, quartered it, meshed it, applied properties, ran contact analysis, loaded and
analyzed the membrane/platen interaction in ANSYS.
We first defined the system as structural.  Next we selected pre-processor (the
location of all modeling) and chose to define the element type.  We chose to Add
element and selected Shell 181 from the drop down menu provided.  The Shell 181
model is a good element for representing a nonlinear Mooney-Rivlin material.  Previous
experiments (2004 MechStim MQP) had assumed the flexible membrane to be
frictionless, elastic, linear and used a solid element model in ANSYS.  We have
determined that a shell element is a better representation and that the membrane is
nonlinear, meaning that under large pressures, which create large deformations, it cannot
be defined using linear equations.
After selecting the shell 181 element it is important to define the thickness of the
material by choosing Real constants -> Add/Edit/Delete -> node I -> 0.0394.  Ansys is
unitless and therefore it is important to ensure that all values entered are in the same
units.  We have chosen to use inches, pounds and psi and have set the shell thickness at
0.0394 inches (approximately 1 mm).
In all cases the flexible membrane is modeled as a circle with a radius of 0.69
inches.  This shape should be modeled before the remaining properties are entered.  To
create this membrane we selected pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circles
and input x=0, y=0, r= 0.69.
The remaining material properties will be entered directly into the control bar at
the top center of the ANSYS screen exactly as they are written here.  In the control bar:
TB,HYPER,1, , ,Mooney sets up a table for Mooney-Rivlin properties.
TBDATA,1,80,20 allows us to input data into the table setting C1 = 80 and C2 = 20.
Autots,ON gives permission for ANSYS to automatically decide time stepping during
analysis.  NSubst,400,1200,25 sets the number of substeps used in loading with an
average of 400, maximum of 1200, and minimum of 25.  NLGEOM,ON allows ANSYS
to recognize the materials nonlinear geometry.  NROPT, FULL,,OFF involves the
ANSYS solver.  NEQIT,20 sets the number of equilibrium iterations at 20.
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Before creating the platen we must first select Workingplane from the tool bar at
the top of the ANSYS screen and choose workplane -> offset working plane by
increments and input 0,0,0.01 in the available text box.  This means that our platen will
be on the exact same x and y axis as the membrane, but it will be moved 0.01 inches up
in the z axis, placing the platen directly above the membrane.
From this point we created the platen shapes.  For a description of how each shape
was created see Appendix C.
To increase the number of elements per area and receive precise and symmetric
results we cut the platen shape into a quarter.  To do this we first created a rectangle:
pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> rectangle -> by 2 corners and input x = -
1, y = 0, w = 2, and h = -1.  To create a second identical rectangle on the same plane as
the membrane copy -> areas -> offset by z = -.01.  Next select operate -> Booleans ->
subtract -> areas highlight the platen and hit OK, highlight the upper rectangle (at z =
.01) and choose OK, this should subtract the rectangle from the platen.  Again operate ->
Booleans -> subtract -> areas highlight the membrane and hit OK, highlight the lower
rectangle (at z = 0) and choose OK, this should subtract the rectangle from the
Membrane.  Only half of the shape should be left on the screen.  Next select pre-
processor -> model -> create -> areas -> rectangle -> by 2 corners and input x = -1, y
= 0, w = 1, and h = 1.  To create a second identical rectangle on the same plane as the
membrane copy -> areas -> offset by z = -.01.  Next select operate -> Booleans ->
subtract -> areas highlight the platen and hit OK, highlight the upper rectangle (at z =
.01) and choose OK, this should subtract the rectangle from the half platen.  Again
operate -> Booleans -> subtract -> areas highlight the membrane and hit OK, highlight
the lower rectangle (at z = 0) and choose OK, this should subtract the rectangle from the
half Membrane.  Only a quarter of the shape should be left on the screen.
Next, we applied a mesh to the materials by selecting pre-processor -> meshing
-> mesh tool and at the top of the mesh tool box we selected smart value and set this
value at 1 (the finest mesh possible to increase accuracy of analysis).  We clicked on the
mesh button near the bottom of the mesh tool box, clicked on the surface of both the
membrane and platen and selected ok.
Next, we were able to apply loads to the model.  To begin we selected solutions -
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> loads -> analysis type -> static.  To set the boundary conditions we then chose
solutions -> loads -> define loads -> displacement on areas -> selected the platen
surface and input a value of 0 in the text box that popped up and chose all DOF to ensure
that the platen will not move when a load is applied.  Following a similar process we
selected  loads -> define loads -> displacement on lines -> clicked on the outer curve of
the membrane perimeter,  input a value of 0 and selected all DOF to keep the edge of the
membrane stationary just as they should be in the flexcell wells.  Next we choose loads -
> define loads -> displacement on lines -> clicked on the horizontal line on the bottom
of the quartered membrane perimeter, input a value of 0 and selected UY to prevent
vertical motion.   Again we choose loads -> define loads -> displacement on lines ->
clicked on the vertical line on the left side of the quartered membrane perimeter, input a
value of 0 and selected UX to prevent horizontal motion.
To apply a load to the membrane we again chose loads -> define loads ->
pressure -> on areas, selected the membrane surface and input the amount of pressure
(in psi) we wished to apply.
In order to accurately represent the relationship between the flexible membrane
and the solid platen when a load is applied we had to run a contact analysis in ANSYS.
The target surface is the flexible membrane and the contact surface is the Platen.
To define the target and contact surfaces we chose select -> entities -> nodes and
selected the platen surface with the box tool, clicked ok and then select -> component
assembly -> create component and typed platen into the text box.  For the target we
again chose select -> entities -> nodes and selected the membrane surface with the box
tool clicked ok and then select -> component assembly -> create component and typed
membrane into the text box.
We were next able to use the contact wizard, a box found in the tool bar at the top
of the ANSYS screen.  We clicked on the contact wizard button, selected target and
defined it as membrane and then selected contact and defined it as platen.  Following
the contact wizard prompts we chose create -> surface-to-surface contact.  We had to
ensure that the contact normal of each surface were pointed towards each other and
therefore we chose to ->flip contact normal so it pointed down towards the membrane.
 To run the analysis we chose solutions -> solve -> current LS and allowed the
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program to run until it displayed a text box declaring "solution is done" or "an error has
occurred".
When viewing the results we were able to see the full shape by choosing plot
control from the drop down menu -> style -> symmetry expansion -> periodic/cyclic
symmetry -> q/r Dhedral sym -> OK.  To view the resulting deformation, stress, and
strain on the membrane we selected post-processors -> results viewer -> nodal solution
-> total strain and chose the desired image (y-strain, x-strain, von-misses total strain,
etc.).  To find the strain at a particular point we chose solutions -> query results ->
subgrid soln and chose a strain type (y-strain, x-strain, z-strain, etc.).  This tool can also
be used to find the maximum and minimum strain on the membrane.
To save an image of a strain plot or deformed shape in the results viewer screen
we selected file -> save animation and saved the file as a tiff image (filename.tif) or jpeg
image.  We were also able to save images by selecting report generation mode ->
image capture -> capture to file and saving the image as a bitmap or jpeg file.  These
images could be sent over e-mail or saved to disk and easily opened on computers that do
not have the ANSYS program.
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Appendix C: Creating platen shapes
Below is a detailed description of how our group created each platen shape in
ANSYS.  We made alterations to the dimensions of each shape throughout our analysis
and in order to create a different size or shape one need only change the dimensions input
while creating each platen.
Shape 1:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69 .  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner -> in text box input values:  x = -0.6077, y = 0,
w = 0.25, h = 1.38 . Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click on
the rectangle, y,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate ->
Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok then click on each
of the rectangles and hit ok again.
Shape 2:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle ->  in text
box input values:  x = -0.197, y = 0, r = 0.492.  Next  choose preprocessor -> model ->
reflect -> areas -> click on the circle, choose x,z axis -> ok.  Return to pre-processor ->
model -> create -> areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner ->  in text box input values:
x = 0, y = 0, w = 0.985, h = 0.394.  To complete the shape choose operate -> Booleans -
> add -> click on the three shapes and select ok.
Shape 3:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle ->   in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69.  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner ->   in text box input values:  x = -0.475, y = 0,
w = 0.428, h = 0.984. Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas click on the
newly formed rectangle then y, z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and
select operate -> Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok
then click on each of the rectangles and hit ok again.
Shape 4:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle ->  in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69.  Again select pre-processor -> model -> create
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-> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text box this time input values:  x = -1, y = 0, r =
0.69.  Next preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click on the new circle, choose
y, z plane and select ok.  To form concave sides on the original circle return to pre-
processor -> operate -> Booleans -> subtract -> areas -> click on the original center
circle and hit ok then click on both of the outside circles and click ok.
Shape 5:   pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69.  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner -> in text box input values:  x = -0.45, y = 0, w
= 0.15, h = 1.38. Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click on the
rectangle, y,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate ->
Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok then click on each
of the rectangles and hit ok again.
Shape 6:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69 .  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner -> in text box input values:  x = -0.4508, y = 0,
w = 0.2165, h = 1.38. Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click on
the rectangle, y,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate ->
Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok then click on each
of the rectangles and hit ok again.  To create gaps on the top and bottom of the platen
again select pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> rectangle -> by cntr &
corner ->  in text box input values:  x = 0, y = 0.4508, w = 1.38, h = 0.1083 . Then select
preprocessor -> model reflect -> areas -> click on the rectangle, x,z plane and ok.
Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate -> Booleans -> subtract -> areas
and first click on the platen and hit ok then click on each of the rectangles and hit ok
again.
Shape 7:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69 .  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner ->  in text box input values:  x = -0.54175, y =
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0, w = 0.2955, h = 1.38 . Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click
on the rectangle, y,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate
-> Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok then click on
each of the rectangles and hit ok again.  Again choose pre-processor -> model -> create
-> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.492.  To
complete the shape choose operate -> Booleans -> add -> click on both shapes and
select ok.
Shape 8:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69 .  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner ->   in text box input values:  x = -0.3937, y = 0,
w = 0.1969, h = 0.866 . Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click
on the rectangle, y,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate
-> Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok then click on
each of the rectangles and hit ok again.
Shape 9:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = -0.197, r = 0.492.  Next  choose preprocessor -> model ->
reflect -> areas -> click on the circle, choose x,z axis -> ok.  Return to pre-processor ->
model -> create -> areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner -> in text box input values:
x = 0, y = 0, w = 0.985, h = 0.394.  Choose operate -> Booleans -> add -> click on the
three shapes and select ok.  To add gaps to the top and bottom of the platen select  pre-
processor -> model -> create -> areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner ->  in text box
input values:  x = 0, y = 0.4508, w = 1.38, h = 0.1083 . Then select preprocessor ->
model -> reflect -> areas -> click on the rectangle, x,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-
processor menu and select operate -> Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on
the platen and hit ok then click on each of the rectangles and hit ok again.
Shape 10:  pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text
box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.69 .  Next pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> rectangle -> by cntr & corner -> in text box input values:  x = -0.54175, y = 0,
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w = 0.2955, h = 1.38 . Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click on
the rectangle, y,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate ->
Booleans -> subtract -> areas and first click on the circle and hit ok then click on each
of the rectangles and hit ok again.  Again choose pre-processor -> model -> create ->
areas -> circle -> solid circle -> in text box input values:  x = 0, y = 0, r = 0.492.  Select
operate -> Booleans -> add -> click on both shapes and select ok.  To add gaps to the
top and bottom of the platen select pre-processor -> model -> create -> areas ->
rectangle -> by cntr & corner in text box input values:  x = 0, y = 0.4508, w = 1.38, h =
0.1083 . Then select preprocessor -> model -> reflect -> areas -> click on the rectangle,
x,z plane and ok.  Return to the pre-processor menu and select operate -> Booleans
(sp?)-> subtract -> areas and first click on the platen and hit ok then click on each of the
rectangles and hit ok again.
Triangular shape:  To create a triangle, used in many of the more complicated platen
designs, select preprocessor -> model -> create -> areas -> polygon -> by vertices,
select three points on the platen and click ok.
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Appendix D: Selection of initial platen shapes
The Flexcell testing wells are circular and 1.38 inches (35 mm) in diameter.  The
equibiaxial platens provided by the Flexcell are solid Delrin cylinders with a circular
surface are 0.984 inches (25 mm) in diameter.  Previous testing (MechStim 2004 MQP)
has shown that this cylindrical shape successfully stretches the tissue equibiaxially.
Therefore our group focused only on creating a platen to create strip-biaxial stretch.
To choose platen shapes for initial testing in ANSYS our group considered
recommendations from the 2004 Mechanical Stimulation MQP and utilized discussions
and intuition regarding tissue stretching and the Poisson effect.  We will be able to make
alterations to these shapes once we obtain results form ANSYS analysis before
machining our final designs.
We began with shape 1 (figure 19A) by slicing the sides off of a 1.38 inch
diameter circle.  The objective was to maximize stretch along the x-axis by allowing the
membrane to be sucked down over the platen edges, pulling the tissue horizontally, while
minimizing stretch vertically by extending the platen right up against the well wall in the
positive and negative y-directions. In the circular well the horizontal straight edges of
shape 1 will cause variant strain in the x-axis since each point along the platen edge is at
a different distance from the well wall.  Shape 2 is an oval meant to more closely follow
the radius of curvature of the well.  By curving the platen edges we hoped to create a
more homogeneous horizontal stretch of the tissue.  Shape 5 was also meant to create
homogeneous stretch in the x-direction by cutting a gap on each side of the circle to make
the rounded well edge rectangular, rather than simply slicing the edges off.  Shape 8 is
similar to shape 5 in its attempt to make the sides of the well rectangular.  In this shape
we cut two rectangles out the circle, leaving the rest of the platen solid in an attempt to
restrict vacuum suction and stretching to the location of the gaps on the horizontal edges.
However, in all of these shapes the tissue may still be pulled inward in the y direction,
since it is an elastic material, and the Poisson effect will most likely not be resolved.
For shape 3 we increased the radius of curvature on shape 1 along the upper and
lower well walls in an attempt to better prevent stretch in the y-axis.  In shape 4 we again
tried to follow the curvature of the well along the top and bottom.  In addition, we made
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the platen sides concave to see how this would affect tissue stretch in the x-direction.  For
shape 7 we made the sides convex in order to normalize stretch in the x-direction in the
center of the platen and again followed the radius of curvature along the upper and lower
well walls.  We still have some reservations that these shapes will not fully prevent the
tissue from stretching vertically due to the Poisson effect.
In shape 6 we have added two additional gaps to shape 5 on the top and bottom.
While the original gaps on the side of the platen are meant to increase stretch in the x-
direction, the smaller gaps on the top and bottom are meant to counteract the Poisson
effect and ensure that stretch in the y-direction is as close to zero as possible.  Shapes 9
and 10 were created for the same purpose by adding gaps to the top and bottom of shapes
2 and 7, respectively, to counteract the Poisson effect.
*Note: There is not an Appendix E.
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Appendix F: Experimental Design Attachment Study #1
Utilizing Pronectin, Nylon Mesh Anchoring, and Fibronectin as Effective
Attachment Methods for Cell-derived Matrices
By Danielle Dufour  12/3/04
Background
To our knowledge, the effects of cyclic deformation on cell-derived matrices have
not been studied.  Previous experiments that have been performed using CDM have
shown that they detach from the sides of the membranes that they are grown on and
clump together (KLB002-16).  In order for the CDM to properly attach, and be stimulated
in subsequent experiments, adhesion forces (adhesion of the cells to the substrate) must
overcome the cohesion forces (adhesion to itself- cell-cell/cell-tissue).  It is necessary to
overcome this before stretching the tissue model using a vacuum displacement with a
frictionless platen device.
Hypothesis
Both Pronectin and fibronectin promote the attachment, spreading, and
proliferation of human dermal fibroblasts because they have the RGD sequences that the
cells like to adhere to.  Nylon mesh anchors have been used by Flexcell International as
an effective method of “clamping” the cells to the perimeter of the well membranes.  I
think that, after a 7 day culture period, one of these methods or a combination of methods
will provide an adequate method for attachment/ adhesion for cell-derived matrix tissue
models (i.e. CDM will not detach from bottom tray membrane/ sides of wells) when
applying an 8-day cyclic stretch over equibiaxial platen shapes using the FX- 4000T
Flexcercell Tension Plus device.  I think that a combination of methods will prove to be
more effective, such as the nylon mesh anchors and the fibronectin coating, because it
will provide extra reinforcement.
Specific Aims
• To determine whether Pronectin is a sufficient attachment/adhesion method for
CDM using the FX- 4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
• To determine whether Nylon mesh anchors is a sufficient attachment/adhesion
method for CDM using the FX- 4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
• To determine whether a combination of the Nylon mesh anchors and the
fibronectin treated Bioflex wells is a sufficient attachment/adhesion method for
CDM using the FX- 4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
• To determine if a Flexcell plate treated with Pronectin stimulated at day 1 of
culture will have a different effect on the attachment of cells than those cultured
for 7 days before flexing.
 o If results using any of these methods are positive, that method/methods
can be used as an effective method of attachment in experiments utilizing
the FX- 4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
 o If results from all methods are negative, other attachment methods must be
sought.
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Materials and Methods
Materials:
• Bioflex Pronectin coated 35 mm 6 well flexible bottom culture plate
• 1 Bioflex untreated 35mm 6 well flexible bottom culture plate
• Nylon mesh obtained from Flexcell that is used on their Tissue Train plates
• Human Fibronectin (BD Biosciences cat #354008, lot# 000684)
• Medical Grade Silicone Adhesive
• 0.05% trypsin-EDTA
• 0.22 µm 50 mL filter
• Pasteur pipets
• Sterile Phosphate Buffered Saline
• 50mL polypropylene tube(s)
• 2.13 x 106 Fibroblasts per 35mm well (51.12 x 106 total)
• Eppendorf tubes
• Trypan blue staining
• 0.2 µm 500 mL filter
• CDM media
 o 3:1 DMEM (w/ L-glutamine;high glucose;w/sodium pyruvate. e.g.: Gibco
cat# 11995065/ Cellgro cat# 10013CV): Ham’s F12 (w/L-glutamine. e.g.:
Cellgro cat# 10080CV) – 360mL DMEM:120mL HAMs F12
 o 1% Pen/Strep w/ 0.25 µg of amphotericin B/ml - 5mL
 o 8.61x10-7 Insulin (0.5mL/L) - 250µL
 o 1ml of each of these:
 ß EOP : 10-4M Ethanolamine, 10-4M O-Phosphorylethanolamine
(500X = 3mL/L, 7.05g/L)
 ß TT: 6.25x10-8M Transferrin, 2x10-11M L-3,3’,5-Triiodothyronine
(dissolved in EtOH first) (500X = 2.5g/L, 6.5µg/L)
 ß 1.1x10-6M Hydrocortisone (dissolved in EtOH first) (500X = 200mg/L
in DMEM)
 ß 1.52x10-3M Glycine (500X = 57g/L)
 o 5.3x10-8M Selenious Acid (500X = 3.4mg/L)
 o 1.86x10-3M L-proline (500X = 107g/L)
 o 1.73x10-3M L-ascorbate (500X = 25g/L L-ascorbic acid phosphate
magnesium salt n-hydrate)
 o 8.33x10-10M EGF (500X = 2.5mg/L in 1X PBS with 5g/L Serum Albumin)
– 200µg + 0.4g Human Serum Albumin in 80ml 1X PBS
All materials are available in the lab with the exception of the Pronectin coated Bioflex
Trays, fibronectin, and nylon mesh.  Two of the Pronection coated Bioflex trays were
ordered from Flexcell on November 5, 2004 and were $14.50 each.  The human plasma
fibronectin was purchased from BD Biosciences Discovery Labware on November 30,
2004 and was $71.  The nylon mesh was obtained as a free sample from Flexcell.  Cells
were passed off at P8 so there were approximately 38.34 cells available for
experimentation.
The nylon mesh will be cut into 5 mm thick rings (35 mm in diameter) that will
be glued on the untreated 35 mm well plates using Silastic Brand Medical Adhesive Type
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A (nonsterile).  The rings will also be cut into 8 segments (approximately 12 mm)
approximately 1 mm apart for three wells.  We decided to use segments to account for the
strain and stretching of the material over the platen- the rings by themselves may be too
stiff and create abnormal strains.
There will be four Flexcell plates used total.  One of which was the Pronectin
coated Bioflex plate.  The other plate will have three wells with the nylon mesh rings and
the other three wells will be segmented nylon mesh rings.  This plate will be treated with
fibronectin.  The last plate will have 3 wells with nylon mesh rings untreated and the
other 3 wells will only treated with fibronectin.  See figures 1, 2, and 3 for diagrams of
this schematic.  These plates will all be grown using standard CDM culture procedures
for 7 days before being stimulated on the FX- 4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
The fourth plate, seeded at the same density as the other three, will be cultured on day 7
of the other previously cultured plates.  It will then sit for a period of 4-10 hours to allow
cell attachment, then loaded with the other three plates to be flexed simultaneously.  The
aim of this fourth plate is to determine whether or not the cells will adhere to the bottom
of the well better than those that have already been cultured for 7 days.  This diagram is
available in figure 4.
Figure 1: Pronectin Coated Bioflex Plates 
Stimulated Day 7 of Culture
Figure 2: Fibronectin Coated Plate with Nylon 
Mesh Rings and segments stimulated day 7 
of culture
Figure 3: Untreated plate with nylon 
mesh rings and Fibronectin treated right 
side stimulated day 7 of culture
Figure 4: Pronectin Coated Bioflex plate 
stimulated day 1 of culture
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Methods:
After attaching nylon mesh with the silicone adhesive, the plates need to be
sterilized.  They will be washed three times with ethanol and three times with PBS.  They
will then be placed under UV lighting for a full 24 hours to obtain sterility.
The correct concentration of fibronectin needed to be determined for optimal
attachment.  Jenna and I determined the correct concentration for Fibronectin would be
20 µg/mL.  We determined this from the article:
Toworfe, G.K.; Composto, R.J.; Adams, C.S.; Shapiro, I.M.; and Ducheyne, P.
“Fibronectin adsorption on surface-activated poly(dimethylsiloxane) and it’s
effect on cellular function.” Wiley Periodicals. 12 Oct. 2004: 449-461.
In figure 6 of this article, it shows that 20% concentration had the greatest cell number on
SiO2.  This will be the only concentration used in this experiment.  We then needed to
determine how we were going to aliquot and dilute the fibronectin to the correct
concentration.
It was determined that 1.5 mL would sufficiently cover a 35 mm well.  We
determined that enough fibronectin to treat 3 wells would be appropriate for an aliquot.
1.5mL x 3= 4.5mL.  Therefore, 5 mL will be sufficient when taking into consideration
fluid lost in transfer.  However, the aliquots will be should be 0.5mL to fit into the small
eppendorf tubes.  Calculations were made to determine volumes and concentrations.
Calculations:
M1V1=M2V2
M1 x 0.5mL = 20µg x 5mL
M1= 200 µg/mL
1000µg        200µg
---------  =   ---------
     x            mL
x= 1000/200= 5mL
if .5 mL are in one aliquot, then 5mL/0.5mL = 10 aliquots
Fibronectin Sterilization Procedure:
1) Prepare 50mL 0.22 µm filter
2) Add appropriate amounts of CDM media to filter
3) Pipette aliquots of fibronectin into filter
4) Vacuum filter components
Coating Procedure: (We used recommendations provided by BD Biosciences and made
amendments to maintain a sterile environment)
1.) Dilute fibronectin to desired concentration using CDM media.
2.) Add appropriate amount of diluted fibronectin to culture surface.
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3.) Incubate at room temperature for 1 hour.
4.) Aspirate remaining material.
5.) Rinse plates by adding 2mL of PBS to each well.  Avoid scraping bottom
surface.  Aspirate off PBS.
6.) Plates are ready for use.
Refer to Billiar’s Lab Protocols LTE 15.1 and  LTE 1.2 for CDM media and
culturing protocols.  However, one adjustment to the culturing protocol must be made-
the CDM will be cultured on Pronectin coated and untreated Bioflex plates rather than
Transwell plates.
CDM media was previously made for training November 12, 2004.  The laminar
flow hood will be available all day Saturday and Sunday December 4th and 5th.  The first
three plates of cell-derived matrices will be grown for approximately 7 days and will then
be cycled in Flexcell using equibiaxial platen shapes for 6 days due to time constraints
because of the holidays.  On the 7th day, the fourth plate will be seeded and run
simultaneously with the other 3 plates.  The cells will need to be fed about every other
day.  The regimen was set at 16% strain (73.27 –KPa) and at 0.2 Hz.  The wave function
was set at sinusoidal.
I will analyze whether or not the CDM has become detached from the Bioflex
membranes or from sides of tray wells using visual analysis.  If it becomes detached in
any way, the hypothesis must be rejected and other methods for attachment must be
examined.
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Appendix G: Experimental Design Attachment Study #2
Utilizing DETA and Fibronectin as an Effective Attachment
Method for Cell-derived Matrices
By Danielle Dufour  02/17/05
Background
To our knowledge, the effects of cyclic deformation on cell-derived matrices have
not been studied.  Previous experiments that have been performed using CDM have
shown that they detach from the sides of the membranes that they are grown on and
clump together (KLB002-16).  In order for the CDM to properly attach, and be stimulated
in subsequent experiments, adhesion forces (adhesion of the cells to the substrate) must
overcome the cohesion forces (adhesion to itself- cell-cell/cell-tissue).  Additionally, the
tissue models must be stretched on a hydrophilic membrane to promote cellular
attachment.  The membranes to be used, however, are made of silicone rubber.  It is
necessary to overcome these difficulties before stretching the tissue model using a
vacuum displacement with a frictionless platen device.
Hypothesis
Fibronectin promotes the attachment, spreading, and proliferation of human
dermal fibroblasts because they have the RGD sequences that the cells like to adhere to.
DETA functionalizes the silicone surface, changing it from a hydrophobic surface to a
hydrophilic surface.  I think that these methods, when used in parallel, will provide an
adequate method for attachment/ adhesion for cell-derived matrix tissue models (i.e.
CDM will not detach from bottom tray membrane/ sides of wells) when applying an 8-
day cyclic stretch over equibiaxial platen shapes using the FX- 4000T Flexcercell
Tension Plus device.
Specific Aims
• To determine whether Fibronectin is a sufficient attachment/adhesion method for
CDM while using a mechanical stimulation device (FX- 4000T Flexcercell
Tension Plus).
• To determine whether DETA can functionalize the silicone membrane and
promote cellular attachment/adhesion of CDM using the FX- 4000T Flexcercell
Tension Plus device.
• To determine whether a combination of the Fibronectin and DETA treated
Bioflex wells are sufficient attachment/adhesion methods for CDM using the FX-
4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
 o If the results from a combination of these methods are positive, the
methods can be used as an effective method of attachment in experiments
utilizing the FX- 4000T Flexcercell Tension Plus device.
 o If results from all methods are negative, other attachment methods must be
sought.
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Materials and Methods
Materials:
• 2 Bioflex untreated 35mm 6 well flexible bottom culture plate
• Human Fibronectin (BD Biosciences cat #354008, lot# 000684)
• DETA Solution
• 2% (3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)ethylamino]- propyltrimethoxysilane) (Sigma
Aldrich cat # 0666 Fluka)
• 5% di-H2O
• 93% 1mM acetic acid in methanol
• 0.05% trypsin-EDTA
• 0.22 µm 50 mL filter
• Pasteur pipets
• Sterile Phosphate Buffered Saline
• 50mL polypropylene tube(s)
• 2.13 x 106 Fibroblasts per 35mm well (25.56 x 106 million total)
• Eppendorf tubes
• Trypan blue staining
• 0.2 µm 500 mL filter
• CDM media
 o 3:1 DMEM (w/ L-glutamine;high glucose;w/sodium pyruvate. e.g.: Gibco
cat# 11995065/ Cellgro cat# 10013CV): Ham’s F12 (w/L-glutamine. e.g.:
Cellgro cat# 10080CV) – 360mL DMEM:120mL HAMs F12
 o 1% Pen/Strep w/ 0.25 µg of amphotericin B/ml - 5mL
 o 8.61x10-7 Insulin (0.5mL/L) - 250µL
 o 1ml of each of these:
 ß EOP: 10-4M Ethanolamine, 10-4M O-Phosphorylethanolamine
(500X = 3mL/L, 7.05g/L)
 ß TT: 6.25x10-8M Transferrin, 2x10-11M L-3,3’,5-Triiodothyronine
(dissolved in EtOH first) (500X = 2.5g/L, 6.5µg/L)
 ß 1.1x10-6M Hydrocortisone (dissolved in EtOH first) (500X = 200mg/L
in DMEM)
 ß 1.52x10-3M Glycine (500X = 57g/L)
 o 5.3x10-8M Selenious Acid (500X = 3.4mg/L)
 o 1.86x10-3M L-proline (500X = 107g/L)
 o 1.73x10-3M L-ascorbate (500X = 25g/L L-ascorbic acid phosphate
magnesium salt n-hydrate)
 o 8.33x10-10M EGF (500X = 2.5mg/L in 1X PBS with 5g/L Serum Albumin)
– 200µg + 0.4g Human Serum Albumin in 80ml 1X PBS
All materials are available in the lab with the exception of the untreated Bioflex
Trays, fibronectin, and DETA.  The untreated Bioflex plates were ordered from Flexcell
on February 17, 2005 and were $12.50 each.  The human plasma fibronectin was
purchased previously from BD Biosciences Discovery Labware on November 30, 2004
and was $71.  100 mL of DETA was purchased from Sigma Aldrich for $36.20.  Cells
were passed off at P8 so there were approximately 25.56 million cells available for
experimentation.
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Methods:
There will be two plates used total for this experiment.  One plate will be treated
with both DETA and fibronectin and flexed in Flexcell.  The other plate will be a control
plate in which 3 wells are left untreated and the other three wells are treated with both
DETA and fibronectin.  This second plate will remain static and unflexed in the
incubator.
DETA Protocol-
The Protocol to functionalize and coat the untreated Bioflex well was given to us by Dr.
Garcia from Georgia Tech and is as follows:
1. Apply DETA solution (2% DETA (Fluka) by volume, 5% di-H2O, and 93% 1mM
acetic acid in methanol) for 1 hour.
2. Rinse with di-H2O for 5 minutes.
3. Sterilize in 70% ethanol for 15 minutes
4. Rinse twice in sterile di-H2O, followed by PBS
5. Incubate with laminin
However, we changed step #5 and replaced laminin with fibronectin since we are using
fibroblast cells
DETA Solution Volumes-
It was determined that 1.5 mL would sufficiently cover a 35 mm well.  There were 9
wells to be coated total, resulting in 13.5 mL of solution needed for the experiment.  To
account for fluid losses during transfers, we decided to make 20 mL of solution.  The
volumes for the components of the solution are as follows:
1 DETA: 0.02 x 20mL = 0.4 mL
2 diH20: 0.05 x 20mL = 1 mL
3 1 mM acetic acid in methanol: 0.93 x 20mL = 18.6 mL
Concentration of Fibronectin-
The correct concentration of fibronectin needed to be determined for optimal
attachment.  Jenna and I determined the correct concentration for fibronectin would be 20
µg/mL.  We determined this from the article:
Toworfe, G.K.; Composto, R.J.; Adams, C.S.; Shapiro, I.M.; and Ducheyne, P.
“Fibronectin adsorption on surface-activated poly(dimethylsiloxane) and it’s effect on cellular
function.” Wiley Periodicals. 12 Oct. 2004: 449-461.
In figure 6 of this article, it shows that 20% concentration had the greatest cell number on
SiO2.  This will be the only concentration used in this experiment.  We then needed to
determine how we were going to aliquot and dilute the fibronectin to the correct
concentration.
Since 1.5 mL covers a 35 mm well, we determined that enough fibronectin to treat
3 wells would be appropriate for an aliquot.  1.5mL x 3= 4.5mL.  Therefore, 5 mL will be
sufficient when taking into consideration fluid lost in transfer.  However, the aliquots will
be should be 0.5mL to fit into the small eppendorf tubes.  Calculations were made to
determine volumes and concentrations.
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Calculations:
M1V1=M2V2
M1 x 0.5mL = 20µg x 5mL
M1= 200 µg/mL
1000µg        200µg
---------  =   ---------
     x            mL
x= 1000/200= 5mL
if .5 mL are in one aliquot, then 5mL/0.5mL = 10 aliquots
Fibronectin Sterilization Procedure-
5) Prepare 50mL 0.22 µm filter
6) Add appropriate amounts of CDM media to filter
7) Pipette aliquots of fibronectin into filter
8) Vacuum filter components
Fibronectin Coating Procedure-
 (We used recommendations provided by BD Biosciences and made amendments to
maintain a sterile environment)
1.) Dilute fibronectin to desired concentration using CDM media.
2.) Add appropriate amount of diluted fibronectin to culture surface.
3.) Incubate at room temperature for 1 hour.
4.) Aspirate remaining material.
5.) Rinse plates by adding 2mL of PBS to each well.  Avoid scraping bottom
surface.  Aspirate off PBS.
6.)  UV plates under laminar flow hood for 2-3 hours to ensure sterility.
7.) Plates are ready for use.
Refer to Billiar’s Lab Protocols LTE 15.1 and  LTE 1.2 for CDM media and
culturing protocols.  However, one adjustment to the culturing protocol must be made-
the CDM will be cultured on untreated Bioflex plates rather than Transwell plates.
CDM media will be made Monday February 21, 2005.  The laminar flow hood
will be available at periodic times Tuesday and Wednesday February 22nd and 23rd.
Flexcell will be available for use Thursday February 24th.  The cell-derived matrices will
be grown for 1 day and will then be cycled in Flexcell using equibiaxial platen shapes for
8 days at 8% sinusoidal strain.  The cells will need to be fed and examined about every
other day.
I will analyze whether or not the CDM has become detached from the Bioflex
membranes or from sides of tray wells using visual analysis.  If it becomes detached in
any way, the hypothesis must be rejected and other methods for attachment must be
examined.
Appendix H: Cell Derived Matrix Media
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Billiar Lab        Living Tissue Equivalent Procedure LTE 1.2 May 18, 2004
Cell Derived Matrix (CDM) Media
Final volume: ~500mL
Optimum temperature: 37ºC
Materials:
1 3:1 DMEM (w/ L-glutamine;high glucose;w/sodium pyruvate. e.g.: Gibco cat#
11995065/ Cellgro cat# 10013CV): Ham’s F12 (w/L-glutamine. e.g.: Cellgro
cat# 10080CV) – 360mL DMEM:120mL HAMs F12
2 1% Pen/Strep w/ 0.25 µg of amphotericin B/ml - 5mL
3 8.61x10-7 Insulin (0.5mL/L) - 250µL
4 1ml of each of these:
 o EOP: 10-4M Ethanolamine, 10-4M O-Phosphorylethanolamine (500X =
3mL/L, 7.05g/L)
 o TT: 6.25x10-8M Transferrin, 2x10-11M L-3,3’,5-Triiodothyronine
(dissolved in EtOH first) (500X = 2.5g/L, 6.5µg/L)
 o 1.1x10-6M Hydrocortisone (dissolved in EtOH first) (500X = 200mg/L in
DMEM)
 o 1.52x10-3M Glycine (500X = 57g/L)
 o 5.3x10-8M Selenious Acid (500X = 3.4mg/L)
 o 1.86x10-3M L-proline (500X = 107g/L)
 o 1.73x10-3M L-ascorbate (500X = 25g/L L-ascorbic acid phosphate
magnesium salt n-hydrate)
 o 8.33x10-10M EGF (500X = 2.5mg/L in 1X PBS with 5g/L Serum
Albumin) – 200µg + 0.4g Human Serum Albumin in 80ml 1X PBS
Procedure:
1 Thaw supplements at 37oC in a H2O bath (only thaw up to 2-3 times).
2 Make in any order, mix by swirling or orbital shaker.
3 Filter (0.2_m)
4 All but EGF may be stored at 4°C but better to make media fresh for feeding
(EGF may not be stable, so you must add this fresh each day).
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents\Protocols\Living Tissue Equivalent
Protocols\Cell Derived Matrix 1.2.doc
Appendix I:  Cell Derived Matrix Culture
Billiar Lab      Living Tissue Equivalent Protocol             LTE 15.1       June 9, 2004
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Cell Derived Matrix (CDM)
Materials:
29 0.05% trypsin-EDTA
30 Pasteur pipets
31 Growth media
32 50mL polypropylene tube(s)
33 CDM media
34 Fibroblasts
35 Transwells plates
36 Eppendorf tubes
37 Trypan blue staining
Procedure:
1 Aspirate media when cells are at 90% confluency (takes ~1 week)
2 Add 1/3 of media amount (5mL into a T75 flask; 8mL into a T150 flask) of
0.05% trypsin-EDTA
3 Place in incubator until cells have detached (5-15min) & crack lid to vent
4 Denature trypsin with same amount of Growth Media  and put entire solution into
a 50mL polypropylene tube
5 Repeat for all flasks & go back through and rinse all flasks with 10mL of Growth
Media
6 Do a Cell Count on each tube
7 Centrifuge tubes at 1,000rpm for 6min
8 Aspirate supernatant
9 Based on Cell Count, dilute cells w/CDM Media to a concentration of 0.33 x
106cells/mL
10 Put 5mL of CDM Media into the wells. For TransWells: Put 3mL of CDM Media
under wells, and 3mL of CDM Media w/cells into the wells
11 Feed cells 3x/week with same amount of CDM Media (5mL; for TransWells:
3mL above, 3mL below)
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Appendix J: Contact List
Professor Kristen Billiar kbilliar@wpi.edu Advisor
Jenna Balestrini jbalestr@wpi.edu Co-Advisor
Vanessa Lopez 508-816-1251 PreviousMQP Student
Alison Jacob alisunny@wpi.edu PreviousMQP Student
Danielle Dufour dani@wpi.edu 603-382-2802
MQP Student
Megan Holmes megara@wpi.edu 208-651-0677
MQP Student
Marissa Kahan missyk@wpi.edu 617-763-8738
MQP Student
Kate Traynor ktraynor@wpi.edu 603-401-1560 MQP Student
Steve Derosier derosier@wpi.edu MachineShop
Sia Najafi snajafi@wpi.edu ME Lab
David Laperriere david12@wpi.edu ANSYS
Professor Gaudette HDMSoftware
Damon Kelly dajkelly@ic.sunysb.edu HDMSoftware
Flexcell www.flexcellint.com 800-728-3714 Flexcell
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Appendix K: ANSYS ALGORITHM
The following images are our ANSYS results.  The first image of each series, on
the left, is a quarter of our platen design.  The middle image displays the useable strain
area in the x axis, and is denoted by the light blue.  The last image displays the useable
strain area in the y axis, which is denoted by the darker green.
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Appendix L: ANSYS Platen Analysis
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Appendix M: Pro- Engineering of Final Platen Shapes
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Appendix N: HDM Results
Flexcell defined strains for equibiaxial stretch:  5% =   30.92 KPa (4.48 psi)
   10% = 52.185 KPa (7.566 psi)
   15% = 69.74 KPa (10.11 psi)
Uni A-C
Luigi A-C
Mario A-C
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Images
Compared
Exx Strain
%
Eyy Strain
%
Exy Strain
%
Sub
Image
Size
Pixel
Shift
0%  vs  5% 5.7 ± 4.9  -3.5 ± 2.4 04. ± 2.8 64 x 64 16
5%  vs 10% 4.3 ± 0.7 -1.0 ± 0.6 -0.1 ± 0.6 64 x 64 16Uni A
10% vs 15% 3.5 ± 0.5 -1.1 ± 0.6 0.1 ± 0.5 64 x 64 16
0%  vs  5% NA NA NA NA NA
5%  vs 10% 4.5 ± 0.7 -1.3 ± 0.7 -0.2 ± 0.7 64 x 64 16Uni B
10% vs 15% 3.6 ± 0.5 -1.1 ± 0.7 -0.1 ± 0.5 64 x 64 16
0%  vs  5% 3.9 ± 1.8 -1.8 ± 1.5 -0.4 ± 0.7 64 x 64 16
5%  vs 10% 4.1 ± 0.6 -1.1 ± 0.8 -0.2 ± 0.6 64 x 64 16Uni C
10% vs 15% 3.2 ± 0.6 -0.7 ± 1.2 -0.1 ± 0.6 64 x 64 16
0% vs 4% NA NA NA NA NA
0% vs 5% NA NA NA NA NA
4% vs 5% 1.02 ± 0.210 1.04 ± 0.24 -0.34 ± 0.17 128 x128 32
5% vs 10% 5.9 ± 2.9 5.2 ± 1.5  -0.1 ± 1.7 64 x 64 16
Equi A
10% vs 15% 3.9 ± 3.0 3.7 ± 1.4 0.0 ± 1.4 64 x 64 16
3.7 ± 1.5 5.8 ± 2.4 0.3 ± 1.4 128 x 128 32
0% vs 4%
3.4 ± 1.6 5.5 ±  2.4 0.2 ± 1.2 64 x 64 16
0 % vs  5% 4.5 +/- 3.7 7.0 ± 4.4 -0.3 ± 2.8 64 x 64 16
5 % vs 10% 5.5 ± 0.8 5.7 ± 0.8 -0.2 ± 0.6 64 x 64 16
Equi B
10 % vs 15% 3.7 ± 0.6 3.9 ± 0.6 -0.1 ± 0.4 64 x 64 16
3.6 ± 2.4 4.3 ± 3.2 0 ± 2.4 64 x 64 16
0 % vs  4%
4.1 ± 1.3 5 ± 2.5 0.2 ± 1.1 128 x 128 32
0 % vs 5% 5 ± 2.9 5.2 ± 4.1 -0.1± 3.2 64 x 64 16
1.28 ± 0.19 1.31 ± 0.25 0.01 ± 0.16 128 x 128 32
4 % vs  5%
1.3 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.6 0 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
5% vs 10% 5.1 ± 0.7 5.3 ± 0.7 0.5 ± 0.5 64 x 64 16
Equi C
10% vs 15% 4.0 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 0.7 0.1 ± 0.5 64 x 64 16
9.1 ± 1.1 0.9 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.7 64 x 64 16
0%  vs  5%
9.4 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.6 128 x 128 32
5%  vs 10% 5.3 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 0.4 -0.2 ± 0.4 64 x 64 16
Mario A
(Platen #1)
10% vs 15% 3.5 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.4 -0.3 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
0% vs 5% 7.9 ± 1.2 0.6 ± 0.8 -0.4 ± 1.2 64 x 64 16
5% vs 10% 5.2 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.4 -0.3 ± 0.4 64 x 64 16
Mario B
(Platen #1)
10% vs 15% 4.0 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
0% vs 5% 7.5 ± 1.7 -2.5 ± 0.7 0 ± 1.6 64 x 64 16
5% vs 10% 5.0 ± 0.8 -0.1 ± 0.5 -0.2 ± 0.5 64 x 64 16
Mario C
(Platen #1)
10% vs 15% 3.5 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 0.4 -0.2 ± 0.4 64 x 64 16
  8.4 ± 1.1   -2.5 ± 0.3   -0.2 ± 0.8 128 x 128 32
0% vs 5%
*8.7 ± 1.2 * -2.5 ± 0.3 * 0.0 ± 0.6 128 x 128 32
5% vs 10% 4.3 ± 0.4 -0.2 ± 0.4 -0.1 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
Luigi A
(Platen #2)
10% vs 15% 2.9 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.3 -0.1 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
0% vs 5% 7.3 ± 4.2 -2.2 ± 2.0 -0.2 ± 2.0 64 x 64 16
5% vs 10% 4.5 ± 0.4 -0.6 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
Luigi B
(Platen #2)
10% vs 15% 3.2 ± 0.3 -0.2 ± 0.3 0 ± 0.2 64 x 64 16
0% vs 5% 8.5 ±1.1 -1.7 ± 1.1 0.2 ± 0.7 64 x 64 16
5% vs 10% 4.8 ± 0.4 -.04 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.3 64 x 64 16
Luigi C
(Platen #2)
10% vs 15% NA NA NA NA NA
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Appendix O: HDM/Excel Protocol
 IN HDM:
From Start Menu:  Program -> HDM -> HDM -> File -> Open.  Select one
image (i.e. unia0%.tif), hold down the control button and select 2nd image (i.e.
unia5%.tif), so that both images (must be Tiff images) are highlighted ->Open.
Using the mouse, select a rectangular region on the image to analyze.  The images
are superimposed on top of each other so that selecting one region sets the same region
on both images.  The size of the rectangle can be found in a small grey box in the upper
right corner of the HDM screen.  It shows:
Once an appropriate rectangle is selected click Set Region.
In the tool bar:  -> Correlator -> Subimage size -> select a square size
appropriate for your image (i.e. 64 X 64 pixels).
Next -> Correlator -> Pixel shift -> select a pixel value no greater than half of
the length of a side of the subimage square (i.e. 16 pixels or a maximum of 32 pixels
when using a 64 X 64 pixel subimage size).
Finally -> Correlator -> Correlate and allow HDM to run.  In the HDM terminal
the text will read correlating…determining….shift is….finished.
IN EXCEL:
In a new file label the first cell u displacement (in pixels).  Select the second cell
in the first column and in the tool bar -> Data -> Import external data -> Import data.
Make sure file of type displaces:  All Files and open the same folder from which you
opened the images in HDM.  The HDM data will be labeled your file name_U.  Select
Filed -> Open.
A grey box will appear on the excel screen.  Select Delimited -> Next ->
X1 Y1
X2 Y2
Set Region
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Uncheck tab and check space -> next -> finish -> OK.
The first column of data will be blank.  Highlight the entire blank column, right
click ->Delete -> Shift cells left.
Two cells beneath this data, still in the first column, label the cell v displacement
(in pixels).  Follow the same process for V displacement data, opening the your file
name_V file.
To set a determined amount of numbers after the decimal point highlight terms,
right click ->format -> numbers -> choose number of digits to be displayed.
To reduce the standard deviation of your results it is necessary to replace outlier
points by interpolating – taking the average of surrounding points and fitting into linear
data progression.
Move down three cells from the bottom of the v data, still in the first column and
in the first five cells along this row enter     if using a 16 pixel
shift.
Move 3 cells over to column H and in 5 cells down enter:
Since the HDM program orients the axis so that the positive y
direction is in the negative y direction on the standard Cartesian
coordinate plane, you must enter negative numbers in order to
receive true y strains.
Moving two cells down, back in the first column, label the cell du/da.  In the first
cell below this title, in the first column, input the equation
=SLOPE(A2:E2,$A$43:$E$43) in which A2:E2 represents the first five u displacement
points in the first row of data.  Expand the equation (drag lower right corner of cell) to fill
the correct number of cells.  In this case the correct number of cells contains the same
number of rows as the u displacement data and four columns less.
One cell down from the bottom of the du/da data, in the first column, label the cell
du/db.  In the cell below du/db input the equation =SLOPE(A2:A6,$H$42:$H$46) in
which A2:A6 represents the first five u displacement points in the first column of data.
Expand the equation (drag lower right corner of cell) to fill the correct number of cells.
In this case the correct number of cells contains the same number of columns as the v
displacement data and four rows less.
16 32 48 640
0
-16
-32
-48
-64
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Move one cell down and label it dv/db.  In the cell below dv/db, in the first
column, input the equation =SLOPE(A22:A26,$H$42:$H$46) in which A22:A26
represents the first five v displacement points in the first column.  Expand the equation
(drag lower right corner of cell) to fill the correct number of cells.   In this case the
correct number of cells is the same as the du/db data.
Move once cell down, in the first column, and label it dv/da.  In the cell below
dv/da input the equation =SLOPE(A22:E22,$A$42:$E$42) in which A22:E22
represents the first five v displacement points in the first row v displacement data.
Expand the equation (drag lower right corner of the cell) to fill the correct number of
cells.  The correct number of cells is the same as the du/da data.
Move one cell down and label it Exx.  In the cell below Exx, in the first column,
input the equation =du/da+0.5*((du/da)^2+(dv/da)^2) entering the cell numbers of the
du/da and dv/da terms that you are evaluating (i.e. du/da = A47 and dv/da = A102 on our
spreadsheet).  Again, expand the equation to fill the same number of cells as the dv/da
terms.
To find the maximum Exx strain use the equation =MAX(all Exx terms).  i.e.
=MAX(A123:K141).  Similarly, to find the minimum Exx value, average Exx strain and
standard deviation of the data input:  =MIN(A123:K141) ; =AVERAGE(A123:K141) ;
=STDEV(A123:K141).
Move one cell down and label Eyy.  In cell below Eyy, in the first column, input
the equation =dv/db+0.5*((du/db)^2+(dv/db)^2) entering the cell numbers of the du/db
and dv/db terms that you are evaluating (i.e. du/db=A68 and dv/db=A85 on our
spreadsheet).  Expand the equation to fill the same number of cells as the dv/db terms.
To find maximum Eyy strain use the equation =MAX(all Eyy terms). i.e.
=MAX(A144:K158).  Similarly, to find the minimum Eyy value, average Eyy strain and
standard deviation of the data input:  =MIN(A144:K158) ; =AVERAGE(A144:K158) ;
=STDEV(A144:K158).
Move one cell down and label it Exy.  This is the shear strain.  In the cell below
Exy enter the equation =0.5*(du/db+dv/da+(du/da*du/db+dv/da*dv/db)) entering the
cell numbers of du/db, dv/da, du/da, and dv/db that you are evaluating (i.e. du/db=A68,
dv/da=A102, du/da=Ar7, and dv/db=A85 on our spreadsheet).
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To find statistics:  =MAX(A161:K175) ; =MIN(A161:K175) ;
=AVERAGE(A161:K175) ; =STDEV(A161:K175).
To find the variability:  Variability for Exx data =(Exx-Exx_avg)/Exx_avg (i.e.
=(A123-$L$128)/$L$128).  Variability for Eyy data =(Eyy-Eyy_avg)/Eyy_avg (i.e.
=A144-$L$149)/$L$149).
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Appendix P: Excel Calculation Example
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Appendix Q: Square Platen/Membrane Analysis
The following pictures are the ANSYS results of a contact analysis between a square
platen and a 35mm square membrane.  The results show a much larger homogeneous
useable region of both x and y strains.  However, this was not as simple of a process as
first expected.  To create such large useable areas we had to make many adjustments to
the dimensions and geometry of the platen and membrane.
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Appendix R: MQP Expense Report
Date Item Purchased From Reimbursed Cost
11/05/04 Flexcell Plates Flexcell DD- yes $44.00
11/22/04 Lab Notebook Tatnuk Bookstore DD – yes $14.69
12/01/04 Fibronectin for attachment study BD Biosciences KT – yes $97.00
1/20 05 Delrin for manufacturing Plastics Unlimited DD – yes $29.42
2/10/05 DETA for attachment study Sigma-Aldrich KT – yes $50.57
2/17/05 Flexible Bottom Culture Plates Flexcell KT – yes $85.16
2/23/05 Northeast BE Conf. Registration Fee (Kate checkbook) KT – not yet $10.00
$330.84
